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Abstract
c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase signaling controls cellular mechanisms of guided cortical
interneuron migration
Skye Eleanor Smith
The cerebral cortex is an intricately organized brain structure responsible for high-level functions
including sensory perception, movement, memory, language, and cognition. During
corticogenesis, cortical excitatory neurons and inhibitory interneurons migrate from their
respective progenitor zones into the developing cerebral cortex, deposit in the correct cortical
layer, and establish connections with their appropriate synaptic partners. The balance between
excitation and inhibition is critical for cortical circuitry development and function. Aberrant
migration of inhibitory interneurons can alter the formation of cortical circuitry and lead to
several neurodevelopmental disorders including epilepsy, autism spectrum disorder, and
schizophrenia. Therefore, elucidating the mechanisms responsible for inhibitory interneuron
migration will provide greater insight into the development of these diseases.
This dissertation explores the role of c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK) signaling pathway in the
cellular mechanisms required for the guided migration of cortical interneurons. In Chapter 2, I
used live-cell confocal microscopy to explore the mechanisms by which JNK activity coordinates
two cell biological processes that are essential for the guided migration of cortical interneurons:
nucleokinesis and leading process branching. I found that pharmacological inhibition and
genetic ablation of JNK-signaling in cortical interneurons impairs the kinetics of nucleokinesis.
Moreover, JNK signaling controls the subcellular localization of the centrosome and primary
cilium, two organelles involved in nucleokinesis. To orient their direction of migration, cortical
interneurons extend and retract leading process branches to respond to chemotactic guidance
cues present in their environments. Both pharmacological inhibition and genetic removal of JNK
disrupted the stability of leading process branches, resulting in decreased frequency of growth
cone splits and the shortened duration of interstitial side branches. In Chapter 3, I explored the
role of JNK signaling in nucleokinesis of interneurons migrating in different substrate and
topographical environments and found that cortical interneurons have an intrinsic requirement
for JNK signaling during nucleokinesis regardless of substrate environment. Moreover, I found
that interneurons can use nanoscale features in their environment to orient their direction of
migration. Additionally, cortical interneurons aligned on a nanopattern topography have a highly
polarized subcellular localization of doublecortin, a substrate of JNK involved in microtubule
stability. Together, these are the first studies examining the role of JNK signaling in the cellular
mechanisms controlling cortical interneuron migration and provide novel insight into the roles of
JNK in cortical inhibitory interneuron development. Future efforts should be aimed at unraveling
the mechanism through which JNK controls interneuron migration by exploring JNK’s role in
cytoskeletal dynamics and chemotaxic attraction to gradient cues found in the cortex.
Understanding the molecular regulation of cortical development will provide novel insight into
the etiology of cortical circuit disorders and may ultimately aid in the development of treatments
for these neurodevelopmental diseases.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review

1

The Neocortex
The cerebral cortex is the largest, most complex structure of the brain. More specifically, the
cerebral cortex can be subdivided into the allocortex, with 3-4 cellular layers, and the neocortex,
with 6 cellular layers. The neocortex is responsible for our ability to sense and respond to our
environment through movement, vision, hearing, sensory perception, and decision making. It
consists of two cerebral hemispheres and five lobes (frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal, and
limbic), each responsible for higher orders of function. These lobes work in unison to perform
sensory, motor, and association tasks. The sensory areas of the cortex receive and process
information from the bodily senses such as vision, audition, pain, and touch. The motor areas
are involved in the control of voluntary movements of the body. The association areas are
involved in integrating information collected from other cortical areas, as well as performing
specialized tasks including language and behavior. These functions are carried out through the
interactions of glutamatergic excitatory projection neurons, γ-aminobutyric acid expressing
(GABAergic) inhibitory interneurons, and glia (Chu and Anderson, 2015). The two populations of
neurons act in a balance of excitation and inhibition to enable proper circuit function which is
imperative for normal human (and animal) behavior and cognition (Rakic, 1972; Benes et al.,
1991). Though excitatory neurons and inhibitory interneurons ultimately occupy the same
cortical laminae, their developmental origins and modes of migration are distinct (Wichterle et
al., 2001; Nadarajah and Parnavelas, 2002). Excitatory neurons are produced from progenitor
pools in the ventricular zone of the cortex and migrate radially along radial glia scaffolding to
their final laminar position, whereas inhibitory interneurons are born in the ventral telencephalon
and migrate tangentially before turning and depositing into the cortical plate alongside their
excitatory neuron counterparts. Disruptions to the final positioning or function of neurons within
cortex during embryonic development can alter the formation of cortical circuitry leading to many
neuropsychiatric and neurological disorders such as autism spectrum disorder, epilepsy, and
2

schizophrenia (Kato and Dobyns, 2005; Rossignol, 2011). Therefore, understanding the
developmental processes required for proper cortical circuit formation is critical for the
development of new therapeutics to treat these diseases.
Neurons of the Cerebral Cortex
Glutamatergic excitatory neurons are broadly categorized into two groups: pyramidal and spiny
stellate neurons. Pyramidal neurons, found in neocortical layers 2-6, represent the majority of
the total population of neurons in the cortex, and are identified by their pyramid-shaped soma
and apical dendrites directed towards the pial surface of the cortex (Kwan et al., 2012). These
cells extend axons that may project to either intracortical regions or over long distances into
subcortical regions. Infragranular pyramidal neurons, found in layers 5 and 6, are the major
source of output from the neocortex (Baker et al., 2018). These neurons are divided into two
categories based on their axonal projections with intratelencephalic (IT) neurons sending
projections to the telencephalon and extratelencephalic (ET) that project to both the
telencephalon and beyond (Reiner et al., 2003; Saiki et al., 2018). ET cells can be further
identified as pyramidal tract neurons with projections that descend to the brainstem and spinal
cord, and can innervate many targets within and outside of the telencephalon (Hirai et al., 2012;
Kita and Kita, 2012; Ueta et al., 2014). In contrast, spiny stellate neurons, with either short or no
apical dendrites and axonal projections predominantly restricted to a single cortical column, are
found in layer 4 of the cortex (Lübke et al., 2000; Schubert et al., 2003). Layer 4 spiny stellate
neurons in the ferret primary visual cortex were found to initially appear as pyramidal in origin
but later reshape their dendritic arbor by shortening their apical dendrite while growing basal
dendrites, acquiring a stellate morphology (Rakic, 1972; Wichterle et al., 2001).
GABAergic inhibitory interneurons in the cortex, or cortical interneurons, represent less than
20% of the total population of neurons in the cortex, and are distributed throughout all layers of
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the cortical wall. Cortical interneurons serve a vital role in modulating cortical output by acting as
a local inhibitory signal to balance the output of excitatory neurons (Cherubini and Conti, 2001;
Krimer and Goldman-Rakic, 2001). Cortical interneurons are also a diverse population (Rudy et
al., 2011). The distinct functions of cortical interneurons are performed by diverse subtypes that
differ in axonal and dendritic morphology (Lund and Lewis, 1993), chemical markers (DeFelipe,
1993; Gonchar and Burkhalter, 1997), electrophysiological properties (Cauli et al., 1997;
Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1997), and laminar location (Flames and Marín, 2005; Chu and
Anderson, 2015). The majority of cortical interneurons can be categorized into three main
subtypes: parvalbumin-expressing (PV), somatostatin-expressing (SOM), and the ionotropic
serotonin receptor 5HT3a-expressing (5HT3aR) interneurons.
Cortical Interneuron Subtypes
Parvalbumin-expressing (PV) interneurons originating from the medial ganglionic eminence
represent the largest class of the GABAergic cortical interneuron population (Rudy et al., 2011).
Three major subclasses of PV are chandelier cells, basket cells, and translaminar interneurons,
which all exhibit a characteristic fast-spiking firing pattern. Chandelier and basket cells are
easily identified by their stereotypic morphology. Chandelier cells exhibit an axonal arborization
that closely resembles a chandelier light fixture. These interneurons form synapses onto the
axon initial segment of pyramidal cells (Somogyi et al., 1982) and are found at the border
between layers 1 and 2, and in layer 6 (Taniguchi et al., 2013). PV expressing basket cells are
thought to be the most abundant interneuron in the neocortex. The axons of basket cells target
the proximal dendrites and soma of pyramidal cells and even other interneurons (Hu et al.,
2014). Basket cells are found in layers 2-6 in the neocortex and across all cortical regions. The
more recently discovered and considered relatively rare translaminar interneurons are found in
layers 5 and 6 (Buchanan et al., 2012; Bortone et al., 2014). These basket cells extend axons
that span the thickness of the cortex and target pyramidal neurons across cortical layers
4

(Bortone et al., 2014). PV interneurons receive inputs from excitatory neurons from both the
cortex and thalamus (Rudy et al., 2011). Optogenetic studies have provided further
understanding of PV interneuron function in the cortex. Using optogenetic stimulation of PV
interneurons in the primary visual cortex of awake mice lead to increased orientation tuning and
direction selectivity of nearby neurons which resulted in improved orientation discrimination
behavior (Lee et al., 2012; Ingram et al., 2019). The balance in activity of PV interneurons is
necessary for the generation and maintenance of gamma oscillations which are important for
information processing and are often disrupted in neurological and psychiatric diseases (Cardin
et al., 2009; Sohal et al., 2009).
The second major class of cortical interneurons originating from the medial ganglionic eminence
is characterized by the expression of the neuropeptide somatostatin (SOM) and can be
subcategorized into Martinotti and non-Martinotti cells. Anatomically, the cell bodies of Martinotti
cells are most abundantly found in layers 2/3 and 5 but are also found to a lesser extent in layer
6 (Oliva et al., 2000). These interneurons extend an ascending axon into layer 1 which then
spreads horizontally with spine-like boutons to make synaptic connections onto the distal
dendritic tufts of pyramidal cells (Wang et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2006; Rudy et al., 2011; Kelsom
and Lu, 2013). However, not all SOM-expressing interneurons are Martinotti cells. Three
transgenic mouse lines expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) under a GAD67 promoter in
SOM interneurons, identified distinct subsets of SOM-expressing interneurons named GFPexpressing inhibitory neuron (GIN), X98, and X94 (Ma et al., 2006). Ma and colleagues
discovered these additional SOM subtypes based on their laminar position, axonal distribution,
molecular markers, and electrophysiological properties (Ma et al., 2006). While X98 and GIN
interneurons both shared similar features with Martinotti cells, the most pronounced differences
were found in the X94 cells. X98 and GIN interneurons are found in layers 5 and 2/3
respectively with layer 1 targets and a low-threshold spiking behavior, suggesting that these
5

subtypes are mostly Martinotti cells. The non-Martinotti X94 cells are present in layers 4 and 5
with most axonal branches found locally residing within layer 4 inhibiting both PV-expressing
interneurons (Xu et al., 2013), and spiny stellate cells (Ma et al., 2013). In each of these
transgenic lines, GFP was expressed in some, but not all SOM neurons in the hippocampus and
cortex. Morphological and electrophysiological analyses of the three lines revealed that the X94
line exhibit distinct subtypes of SOM-expressing interneurons, while the GIN line labeled a
mixed population (Ma et al., 2006; Scheyltjens and Arckens, 2016). Optogenetic inhibition of
SOM interneurons in layer 4 revealed a disinhibitory circuit mechanism in which SOM
interneurons control information processing of layer 4 (Xu et al., 2013).
Finally, 5HT3aR expressing interneurons are found mostly in layers 1-3 of the cortex and are
separated into two subgroups: vasoactive intestinal peptide-expressing (VIP) and reelinexpressing interneurons. VIP interneurons originate from the caudal ganglionic eminence and
are enriched in layers 2/3. These cells have bipolar, bitufted, or multipolar morphology and
axons that target proximal dendrites of other interneurons (Miyoshi et al., 2010; Rudy et al.,
2011). VIP interneurons have been shown to mainly target other interneurons (Dávid et al.,
2007), but similar to baskets cells, they have also been observed making synapses around the
soma of pyramidal cell bodies (Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1996). Similarly, reelin-expressing
interneurons are found in layer 1 and show glia-like processes targeting both pyramidal cells
and other GABAergic interneurons (Rudy et al., 2011). The proper laminar allocation of
excitatory projection neurons and inhibitory interneurons in the cerebral cortex is imperative for
proper behavioral, motor, and sensory functioning (Lewis et al., 2004; Di Cristo, 2007; Bozzi et
al., 2012).

6

Formation of Cortical Inhibitory Circuits
Cortical interneurons are initially produced in excess then migrate into the cortex, settle into
their laminar position, and are finally pruned to the correct number through apoptosis during the
first and second weeks of postnatal life in the mouse (Southwell et al., 2012; Priya et al., 2018).
This pruning phase is activity dependent with increased cell death of low activity interneurons
and decreased cell death of interneurons with high activity (Blanquie et al., 2017; Denaxa et al.,
2018; Priya et al., 2018). However, VIP expressing interneurons are the exception, and are not
pruned based on activity, but are instead hypothesized to be pruned under trophic control
(Mardinly et al., 2016).
As the proper numbers of cortical interneurons are established, they begin to extend axons to
form synaptic connections with excitatory neurons and other cortical interneurons (Galarreta
and Hestrin, 1999; Tamás et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2011). The location of synapse formation is
specific to interneuron subtype with PV interneurons targeting the soma and proximal dendrites
or axon initial segments of excitatory neurons (Somogyi et al., 1982), SOM interneurons
generally targeting the tuft dendrites of excitatory neurons (Wang et al., 2004; Rudy et al.,
2011), and 5HT3aR interneurons targeting the proximal dendrites of other interneurons (Miyoshi
et al., 2010; Rudy et al., 2011). While the output of interneurons is necessary to modulate
cortical excitability, input from excitatory neurons to interneurons is equally important for circuit
function and neuronal firing. Excitatory neurons reciprocally form synapses onto inhibitory
interneurons, such as layer 2/3 pyramidal cells that form facilitating synapses with bitufted SOM
interneurons, but can also form depressing synapses on multipolar PV interneurons (Reyes and
Sakmann, 1999; Buchanan et al., 2012; Blackman et al., 2013). Similar target-specific short
term plasticity is found with layer 5 pyramidal neurons, which form facilitating synapses on SOM
interneurons and depressing on PV interneurons (Buchanan et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2014).
However, postnatal maturation leads to functional changes in local excitatory connections where
7

short term plasticity switches from depression to facilitation in brain regions such as the barrel
cortex and visual cortex in rats and mice which may rely on experience-dependent mechanisms
during postnatal development (Frick et al., 2007; Cheetham and Fox, 2010).
Chemical release of GABA and expression of GABA receptor, which are controlled by neuronal
activity, are thought to control the maturation of inhibitory connections and fine tune synapse
formation of both interneurons and excitatory neurons within the cortex (Liang et al., 1996;
Rivera et al., 1999; Wang and Kriegstein, 2008; Le Magueresse and Monyer, 2013). Deans and
colleagues discovered that connexin 36, a gap junction protein, is important for the generation
of synchronous and rhythmic activity in the mouse cortex, and genetic removal of connexin 36
resulted in loss of electrical coupling of interneurons suggesting that connexin 36 is a key
component of electrical synapse formation and function in cortical interneurons (Deans et al.,
2001). Neuronal cell adhesion molecules (NCAMs) have also been found to influence neurite
outgrowth, axon branching, and synaptogenesis of cortical interneurons (Pillai-Nair et al., 2005;
Hinkle et al., 2006; Brennaman and Maness, 2008). Overexpression of the extracellular domain
of NCAM results in disrupted neurite arborization and reduced perisomatic synapses formed by
PV interneurons in vivo (Di Cristo et al., 2007; Brennaman and Maness, 2008).
All in all, the temporal generation and control of oscillatory rhythms between excitation and
inhibition are required for normal cortical function (Nelson and Valakh, 2015; Dehorter et al.,
2017). Dysfunction in the formation, maturation, and synchronization of cortical interneuron
circuitry are thought to underly many neurodevelopmental disorders in humans (Gillberg and
Billstedt, 2000; Lewis et al., 2012; Le Magueresse and Monyer, 2013).
Interneuron Dysfunction and Neurodevelopmental Disorders
Inhibitory interneurons regulate the activity of the excitatory neurons to maintain the excitatoryinhibitory (E/I) balance of the cerebral cortex (Meyer et al., 2011). Several neurodevelopmental
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diseases such as schizophrenia, epilepsy, and autism spectrum disorder (ASD) have been
associated with disrupted E/I balance of the cerebral cortex (Kato and Dobyns, 2005; Cho et al.,
2006; Rossignol, 2011; Snijders et al., 2013; Meechan et al., 2015). Although the clinical
symptoms of these diseases manifest during early childhood, adolescence and into adulthood,
disruptions to the E/I balance may occur during embryonic development and corticogenesis. It is
thought that disruptions to cortical interneuron development including generation, specification,
migration, synapse formation, and ultimately function of cortical interneuron circuits may underly
the etiologies of these debilitating diseases.
Schizophrenia is a neuropsychiatric disease affecting approximately 1.1% of the population that
is characterized by positive, negative, and cognitive symptoms (Regier et al., 1993). While the
development and use of antipsychotics and psychotherapy have eased the burden of the
positive symptoms such as hallucinations or delusions and negative symptoms such as alogia
or social isolation, the cognitive deficits such as reduced working memory and cognitive
flexibility remain unaffected with current treatments (Lee and Park, 2005; Insel, 2010). Abnormal
inhibitory neuron function in the prefrontal cortex of individuals with schizophrenia is thought to
cause the observed cognitive symptoms of this disease. Patients with schizophrenia have
deficits in cortical inhibition (Ongür et al., 2010; Yoon et al., 2010), particularly in PV
interneurons (Akbarian et al., 1995; Hashimoto et al., 2003). Indeed, multiple studies have found
a reduction of the GABA synthesizing enzyme glutamate decarboxylase-67 (GAD-67) in PV
interneurons (Akbarian and Huang, 2006; Lewis et al., 2012), as well as a decrease in PV levels
(Hashimoto et al., 2008; Mellios et al., 2009) in the prefrontal cortex of post mortem patients
with schizophrenia, suggesting that the function of PV interneurons is affected in schizophrenia.
A recent meta-analysis of post-mortem studies found that patients with schizophrenia had a
significant reduction in the density of PV interneurons in the prefrontal cortex (Kaar et al., 2019).
Disruptions to GAD-67 activity have been associated with bipolar disorder (Lundorf et al., 2005),
9

suggesting that these two diseases may be genetically or functionally linked. Therefore,
analyzing the genes involved in the development of cortical interneurons and interneuron
subtypes will provide further insight into the underlying causes of schizophrenia, and facilitate
future therapeutics to treat this disease.
Epilepsy is a brain disorder characterized by recurrent seizures caused by abnormal electrical
discharge in the brain which often lead to loss of consciousness and severely affects the
patient’s quality of life (Spreafico et al., 1998; Singh and Trevick, 2016). While many epilepsies
are caused by focal or widespread brain lesions, developmental epilepsies have been linked to
cortical interneuron dysfunction (Noebels, 2003; Rossignol, 2011). Inhibitory GABAA receptor
expression and function were found to be disrupted in resected brain tissue from infants with
intractable epilepsy (Jansen et al., 2008; Jansen et al., 2010). These inhibitory defects may be
caused by mutations of genes critical for proper interneuron generation, migration, or function.
Mutations in the alpha 1 subunit of the voltage-gated sodium channel NaV 1.1, aristaless-related
homeobox transcription factor, cyclin-dependent kinase-like 5, various subunits in GABAA
receptor, and the alpha 1 subunit of the voltage-dependent P/Q-type Ca2+ channel have each
been discovered in patients with epilepsy (Rossignol, 2011). While there are currently many
therapies for epilepsy including anti-epileptic medication, neurosurgical resection of seizure
focus (Kneen and Appleton, 2006), and electrical neurostimulation (Lin and Wang, 2017),
treatment-resistant seizures remain. One new and attractive treatment for epilepsy included
transplanting medial ganglionic eminence stem cells (Hammad et al., 2015) or human
pluripotent stem cell-derived GABAergic interneurons (Cunningham et al., 2014) into seizure
foci of mice. These new methods have shown to ameliorate seizures, aggressiveness, and
hyperactivity in mice (Cunningham et al., 2014) and could potentially treat intractable epilepsies
in humans (Zhu et al., 2018).
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Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a highly heterogeneous disorder with many behavioral
impairments arising on a spectrum of severity that appear in early childhood. Genetic studies
have identified mutations in genes associated with ASD including SH3 and multiple ankyrinrepeat domain (SHANK), fragile X mental retardation 1 (FMR1), tuberous sclerosis 1 and 2
(TSC1 and TSC2), phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), contactin associated protein-like 2
(CNTNAP2) and chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 7 (CHD7), among others (Durand
et al., 2007; Peñagarikano et al., 2011; Tsai and Sahin, 2011; Frazier et al., 2015; Gdalyahu et
al., 2015; Yoo, 2015). Magnetic resonance spectroscopy revealed a reduction in GABA levels in
the frontal, motor, and somatosensory and auditory cortices in patients with ASD (Harada et al.,
2011; Puts et al., 2017). Post mortem analyses in patients with ASD showed a decrease in the
number of PV interneurons in the prefrontal cortex (Hashemi et al., 2017; La Buissonnière-Ariza
et al., 2018). Thus, understanding the role of cortical interneuron development in the
pathophysiology of ASD and other neurodevelopmental diseases will aid in the creation of new
therapies for these debilitating diseases.
Development of the Ventral Telencephalon
GABAergic cortical interneurons were initially thought to originate from the same progenitor cells
as excitatory neurons within the pallium (Rakic, 1988). Anderson and colleagues later provided
evidence that cortical inhibitory interneurons are in fact generated in the region of the
telencephalon that generates the basal ganglia, the subpallium (Anderson et al., 1997).
Comparison of post mortem human, non-human primate, and rodent brains revealed that
cortical interneurons are produced by conserved progenitor zones within the subpallium (Ma et
al., 2013). Cortical interneurons are produced in the ventral telencephalon in the medial and
caudal ganglionic eminences (MGE and CGE) and the preoptic area (POA) (Butt et al., 2005;
Yozu et al., 2005; Danglot et al., 2006; Gelman et al., 2011). While the lateral ganglionic
eminence (LGE) is known to primarily generate GABAergic striatal projection neurons, there has
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been some evidence that the LGE may also generate small numbers of cortical interneurons
(Anderson et al., 2001a). Each of these ganglionic eminences generate interneurons that reside
in other pallial and subpallial regions such as the piriform cortex, hippocampus, olfactory bulb,
striatum, and the pallidum (Xu et al., 2008; Potter et al., 2009). The ganglionic eminences are
transient developmental structures, forming during embryonic days 9-11 (E9-11) in the mouse
(about 5 weeks post conception in humans) from neuroepithelial swellings in the ventral
telencephalon (Smart, 1976; Zecevic et al., 2011; Ansen-Wilson and Lipinski, 2017). These
proliferative regions continually generate interneurons until about E17 in the mouse, which
corresponds to about week 15 of human development (Otis and Brent, 1954).
Once postmitotic, cortical interneurons exit the ganglionic eminences then migrate from the
subpallium into the neocortex (Anderson et al., 1997). As cortical interneurons enter the
developing neocortex, they form two tangentially oriented streams located in the marginal zone
(MZ) and subventricular zone (SVZ) that are used to migrate to their final destinations in the
cortex (Danglot et al., 2006; López-Bendito et al., 2008; Marín et al., 2010). This long-distance
tangential migration from the subpallium begins after interneurons enter the neocortex at about
E12.5 in the mouse. Once in the cortical rudiment, migrating cortical interneurons adhere to
their two migratory streams until roughly E15.5 when they begin to reorient to a radial migration
as they invade the cortical plate and settle into their specific cortical layers alongside excitatory
neurons (Miyoshi and Fishell, 2011; Zecevic et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2013).
MGE-derived cortical interneurons contribute to 50-60% of all cortical interneurons (Gonchar
and Burkhalter, 1997; Pleasure et al., 2000; Butt et al., 2005). These cells distribute throughout
the cortical plate according to birthdate, with early-born cells preferentially populating the lower
cortical layers 5 and 6, and late-born cells mainly giving rise to upper layer 2/3 fates (Valcanis
and Tan, 2003). Transplantation (Valcanis and Tan, 2003) and birth-dating (Anderson et al.,
2002) assays determined that MGE-derived cortical interneurons obey similar rules of cortical
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layering to that of pyramidal neurons, depositing in an inside-out manner within the cortical
plate, despite having distinctly different modes of migration from excitatory neurons (Tan et al.,
1998). The majority of PV and SOM-expressing cortical interneurons are produced in the MGE,
with the dorsal MGE giving rise to SOM interneurons and the ventral MGE predominantly
producing PV interneurons (Xu et al., 2004; Flames et al., 2007; Wonders et al., 2008).
The CGE contributes to about 20-30% of cortical interneurons (Peyre et al., 2015). CGE
neurogenesis begins about three days later than the initiation of MGE cells, occurring at about
E12.5 in the mouse (Miyoshi et al., 2007; Miyoshi et al., 2010). Unlike to MGE-derived
interneurons, CGE-derived cortical interneurons do not settle in an inside-out manner, but
preferentially occupy superficial cortical layers regardless of their birthdate (Miyoshi et al.,
2010). CGE-derived interneurons express 5HT3aR along with reelin, calretinin, or VIP (Pleasure
et al., 2000; Butt et al., 2005; Miyoshi et al., 2010). Finally, the POA contributes to
approximately 10% of the cortical interneuron population (Gelman et al., 2009). This region
produces subtypes of cortical interneurons overlapping with those derived from other regions
including PV, SOM, and reelin-expressing interneurons (Flandin et al., 2011; Gelman et al.,
2011). These interneurons are often found in the superficial layers 2/3 of the cortex, have a
multipolar morphology, and have the intrinsic electrophysiological profile of adapting
interneurons (Ascoli et al., 2008; Gelman et al., 2011). The fewest number of cortical
interneurons arise from the POA. Genetic fate mapping and in utero transplantation experiments
were used to trace the progeny POA progenitor cells characterized by the expression of the
transcription factor Dbx1 and determined that these interneurons primarily populate the deep
cortical layers (Gelman et al., 2011).
While cortical interneurons are produced in each of these different regions of the developing
telencephalon, each population must depart from their birthplace and migrate a long distance
past the pallial/subpallial boundary into the cortical rudiment. To complete this task, cortical
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interneurons must integrate extracellular guidance molecules with their intracellular signaling
pathways and machinery to physically move their entire cell bodies in the direction of migration.
Molecular Control of Interneuron Migration
Interneurons migrate long distances from their places of origin to reach the cortical plate and
integrate into their final cortical circuit to establish the correct excitatory-inhibitory balance of the
cortex. As cortical interneurons leave their birthplaces in the ventral forebrain, they organize into
streams, migrate tangentially, then reorient into radial migration patterns to populate the cortical
plate and integrate into circuits alongside their excitatory counterparts. During this tortuous
journey, cortical interneurons encounter many guidance molecules that attract them to or repel
them from areas of the developing forebrain to guide them into their final resting places within
the cortical wall.
Repulsion from the Ganglionic Eminences
As cortical interneurons become post-mitotic and prepare to leave the ganglionic eminences to
begin their lengthy journey into the cortical wall, they begin to up- and downregulate many
receptors essential for their guided migration. Many of the mechanisms that were previously
implicated in axon guidance hold true for cortical interneuron guidance.
One such family of molecules, ephrins, were shown to not only act as repulsive cues for growing
axons, but also for migrating cortical interneurons (Drescher et al., 1995; Santiago and
Erickson, 2002; Zimmer et al., 2008). Eph-receptor tyrosine kinases, specifically Eph-A and
Eph-B receptors, are expressed on cortical interneurons (Zimmer et al., 2008; Talebian et al.,
2017). Cells in the ventricular zone of the ganglionic eminences express the membrane-bound
molecule ephrin-A5 which interacts with Eph-A4 receptors on cortical interneurons to drive them
away from the ganglionic eminences (Zimmer et al., 2008). Ex vivo slice culture experiments
revealed that ephrin-A5 was lost over time in culture (Zimmer et al., 2008). Consequentially,
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MGE interneurons in these slices began to ectopically migrate into the ventricular zone of the
ganglionic eminences, a location usually avoided by migrating cortical interneurons. Addition of
recombinant ephrin-A5 to these slices compensated for this effect, and cortical interneurons
again avoided the ventricular zone of the ganglionic eminences. More recently ephrin-A2 was
shown to be required for interneuron guidance into the cortex (Homman-Ludiye et al., 2017).
Constitutive removal of ephrin-A2 in mice resulted in reduced migration of interneurons into the
developing cortex during embryonic timepoints, reduced calbindin expression, and significant
reductions of neurons in malformations along the cortex (Homman-Ludiye et al., 2017).
Removal of ephrin-A2 led to perturbed social interactions and repetitive grooming which are
behavioral phenotypes associated with ASD (Wurzman et al., 2015). Ephrin-B signaling has
also been linked to regulation of cortical interneuron migration (Talebian et al., 2017).
Conditional triple knockout of ephrin-B from cortical interneurons resulted in reduced
interneurons in the developing and mature cortex and ultimately cortical hyperexcitability leading
to audiogenic seizures. Conditional removal of ephrin-B from interneurons resulted in their
aberrant accumulation in lateral regions of the developing cortex such as the amygdala. These
studies suggest that ephrin signaling is a key regulator of cortical interneuron migration and may
prevent cortical interneurons from entering inappropriate territories in the developing forebrain.
After cortical interneurons leave the ganglionic eminences, they specifically avoid the striatum
as they are guided towards the pallial-subpallial boundary and into the cortex. MGE-derived
interneurons express semaphorin family receptors (Neuropilin1 and 2) for the ligands Sema3A
and Sema3F that act as chemorepulsive factors, guiding these cells away from the striatum and
dorsally towards the cortical rudiment (Marín et al., 2001). The Nkx2.1 transcription factor
controls the expression of these receptors and determines whether MGE-derived interneurons
migrate towards the striatum or away from it and into the developing cerebral cortex (NóbregaPereira et al., 2008). Nkx2.1 is highly expressed in cortical interneuron progenitor zones, but as
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cortical interneurons leave these zones, they begin to downregulate Nkx2.1 expression.
Overexpression of Nkx2.1 prevents cortical interneuron migration into the cortex and instead
accumulation in the basal ganglia, whereas loss of Nkx2.1 drives cortical infiltration. Increased
Nkx2.1 expression suppresses Sema3A and Sema3F repulsion of interneurons while
downregulation of Nkx2.1 increases the expression of the Neuropilin receptors. Thus,
postmitotic downregulation of Nkx2.1 drives interneuron repulsion from the striatum and guides
them towards the cortex (Nóbrega-Pereira et al., 2008).
Slit/Roundabout homolog 1 (Robo1) signaling is also highly involved in mediating cortical
interneuron repulsion from the ganglionic eminences. Cortical interneurons express Robo1
which a receptor that binds to the ligands Slit1 and Slit2 (Bagri et al., 2002; Marillat et al., 2002).
While Slit/Robo1 signaling was originally thought to push cortical interneurons away from the
ventricular zone of the ganglionic eminences due to expression patterns in the ganglionic
eminences, this is not the case. Genetic removal of Slit1/2 did not appear to disrupt the
tangential migration of interneurons to the cortex (Marín et al., 2003). However, removal of
Robo1 resulted in aberrant striatal invasion by cortical interneurons suggesting both Slitdependent and independent events controlling interneuron repulsion from the striatum (Andrews
et al., 2006; Hernández-Miranda et al., 2011). Thus, Slit/Robo signaling is also required for
steering migrating cortical interneurons around the striatum and into the developing cortex.
Attraction to the Cortex and Stream Migration
As cortical interneurons leave the ganglionic eminences and are repelled from the striatum, they
are simultaneously attracted towards the corticostriatal boundary, into the cortical rudiment, and
into their migratory streams. Cortical interneurons use two main migratory streams to enter and
navigate the cortex, a marginal zone (MZ) and subventricular zone (SVZ) stream. During this
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journey, cortical interneurons are exposed to more attractant and repulsive cues that are
integrated and deciphered into directions that drive stream migration.
Neuregulin-1 (Nrg-1) is a strong attractant for interneurons, driving their entry into the
developing cortical wall (Yau et al., 2003; Flames et al., 2004; Bean et al., 2014). The function
of Nrg-1 is mediated by the receptor tyrosine kinase ErbB4, which is expressed on migrating
cortical interneurons (Yau et al., 2003; Flames et al., 2004). Diffusible Nrg-1 is expressed in the
developing cortex at high levels as cortical interneurons (expressing ErbB4) begin to enter. Nrg1 is also more highly expressed in lateral regions than medial regions at earlier time points
(about E13.5) and gradually progresses medially as development continues in parallel with the
medial advancement of cortical interneurons. Indeed, placing an aggregate of cells expressing
Nrg-1 on ex vivo slice cultures revealed that cortical interneurons will redirect their migration
towards the ectopic expression of Nrg-1 (Flames et al., 2004). Removal of Nrg-1/ErbB4
signaling with either a dominant negative construct, or genetic manipulation leads to decreased
interneuron sensitivity to Nrg-1, reduced numbers of interneurons entering the cortex, and
disruptions to the laminar allocation of interneurons in the postnatal cortex (Flames et al., 2004;
Bartolini et al., 2017). Overexpression of Nrg-1 in mice leads to schizophrenia-like behavioral
phenotypes (Deakin et al., 2012; Yin et al., 2013; Luo et al., 2014), and post-mortem samples
from brains of humans with schizophrenia show increased Nrg-1 and ErbB4 mRNA levels in the
prefrontal cortex (Hashimoto et al., 2004; Chong et al., 2008; Joshi et al., 2014).
Chemokine signaling from C-x-c motif chemokine 12 (Cxcl12) is also involved in both
interneuron entry into the cortex and stream migration (Tiveron et al., 2006; Stumm et al., 2007;
Li et al., 2008; Lysko et al., 2011, 2014). Cxcl12 serves as a chemoattractant for cortical
interneurons that express the cognate chemokine receptors Cxcr4 and Cxcr7 (Liapi et al., 2008;
López-Bendito et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2011). Cxcl12 is highly expressed at the corticostriatal
boundary and in the MZ and SVZ stream territories (López-Bendito et al., 2008), and ectopic
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expression of Cxcl12 in the cortex induces cortical interneurons to aggregate around the ectopic
Cxcl12 (Li et al., 2008). Slice culture experiments revealed that pharmacological inhibition of
Cxcr4 with AMD3100 (blocks Cxcl12 binding to Cxcr4) results in cortical interneuron departure
from the SVZ stream and accumulation of interneurons in the cortical plate (Lysko et al., 2011).
Genetic removal of Cxcr4, Cxcr7, or Cxcl12 leads to departure of cortical interneurons from MZ
and SVZ streams and accumulation of interneurons in the cortical plate (Li et al., 2008; Abe et
al., 2014). Loss of Cxcr4 function disrupts the laminar allocation of interneurons in the cortex
(López-Bendito et al., 2008).
The signaling molecule sonic hedgehog (Shh) is involved in the induction of transcription factors
required for proper embryo development, the formation of the ventral telencephalon, and
patterning of the MGE (Chiang et al., 1996; Kohtz et al., 1998; Fuccillo et al., 2004; Xu et al.,
2005). The identity of cortical interneurons is at least in part dependent on Shh signaling in the
MGE, with high levels of Shh promoting the generation of somatostatin-expressing cortical
interneurons (Xu et al., 2010). Shh signaling has been implicated in the guided migration of
cortical interneurons (Baudoin et al., 2012). Genetic removal of proteins involved in Shh
signaling, Kif3a and IFT88, led to increased density of interneurons migrating in streams, more
tightly packed migratory streams, and failure to depart from tangential migration to enter the
cortical plate. Treating live cortical slices with the Shh antagonist cyclopamine resulted in a
similar phenotype, suggesting that Shh is involved in the formation and maintenance of cortical
interneurons migratory streams.
There is evidence for the role of neurotransmitters including γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA),
glycine, glutamate, and dopamine in the guided migration of cortical interneurons (Poluch et al.,
2001; López-Bendito et al., 2003; Cuzon et al., 2006; Crandall et al., 2007; Cuzon Carlson and
Yeh, 2011; Inada et al., 2011; Avila et al., 2013). Pharmacological blockade of GABAA receptors
reduces the migratory speed and disrupts stream formation of cortical interneurons in vitro and
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in vivo (Cuzon Carlson and Yeh, 2011; Inada et al., 2011). Cortical interneurons have increased
responsiveness to GABA as they leave the MGE and traverse through the corticostriatal
boundary into the cortex (Cuzon et al., 2006; Cuzon Carlson and Yeh, 2011). Similar effects
were found with inhibition of GABAB receptors (López-Bendito et al., 2003). Glycine receptor
(GlyR) blockage in cortical slices led to significant alterations in cortical interneuron migration,
with impaired corticostriatal boundary crossing and decreased speed of migration (Avila et al.,
2013). Since GlyR activation leads to membrane depolarization and opening of voltage-gated
calcium channels, it was suggested that glycine could be required for calcium oscillations in
migrating cortical interneurons. Indeed, cortical slices treated with glycine show increased
intracellular calcium in cortical interneurons, and inhibition of GlyR disrupted this effect along
with disrupted migration, suggesting that glycine mediates calcium concentrations migrating
cortical interneurons (Avila et al., 2013). Glutamate binding to AMPA receptor has also been
suggested to control the migration of cortical interneurons by promoting slowed movement and
radial direction (Poluch et al., 2001; Yozu et al., 2008). Finally, dopamine controls cortical
interneuron migration by interacting with D1 and D2 receptors. Activation of the dopamine
receptor revealed that D1R promotes whereas D2R represses interneuron migration from the
MGE into the cortex (Crandall et al., 2007). These results were confirmed with genetic removal
of D1R and D2R. Removal of D1R led to significant reduction of interneurons migrating in the
SVZ, whereas removal of D2R promoted SVZ migration (Crandall et al., 2007).
Taken together, migrating cortical interneurons must interpret environmental cues into
meaningful directions that are necessary for their guided migration. These directions must then
be carefully followed for cortical interneurons to physically move in the selected direction of
migration.
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Cellular and Molecular Influences on Migratory Behavior
Nucleokinesis
Migrating cortical interneurons must coordinate two cell biological processes that are essential
for their guided migration: nucleokinesis and leading process branching. Nucleokinesis is a
cyclical process whereby the cell bodies of migrating neurons translocate into a cytoplasmic
swelling that forms in their leading process (Polleux et al., 2002; Ang et al., 2003; Nadarajah et
al., 2003; Moya and Valdeolmillos, 2004; Bellion et al., 2005). As cortical interneurons engage in
nucleokinesis, the cytoplasmic swelling is filled with the centrosome, primary cilium, Golgi
apparatus, and mitochondria, along with other cellular machinery necessary to pull the cell body
forward. During the “resting phase,” when the nucleus is stationary, these cytoplasmic
organelles that were originally positioned in the perinuclear area move into the leading process
and form the swelling (Bellion et al., 2005). Through electron microscopy and
immunohistochemistry, it was discovered that the centrosome and Golgi apparatus both
undergo morphological changes during their translocation into the swelling. As the swelling
forms, the centrosome will often split into two centromeres, and the Golgi apparatus will
elongate into a linear conformation between them. The nucleus will then translocate forward to
combine with the swelling, completing nucleokinesis (Bellion et al., 2005).
During nucleokinesis, cortical interneurons physically propel their nucleus in the forward
direction of migration. Since the nucleus of cortical interneurons is encaged by microtubules that
are tethered to the centrosome (Tanaka et al., 2004; Higginbotham and Gleeson, 2007), it was
originally thought that the centrosome acts as a “pulling” force on the nucleus and preceded
nuclear translocation. However, while it is still controversial whether nucleokinesis is dependent
on the “pulling force” of the centrosome ahead of the nucleus, others have shown that chemical
destabilization of microtubules with nocodazole does not completely abolish nucleokinesis of
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interneurons (Bellion et al., 2005; Schaar and McConnell, 2005; Martini and Valdeolmillos,
2010). Thus, nucleokinesis is not entirely dependent on centrosomal movement into the leading
process.
While pulling on the nucleus by the centrosome may not be required for forward movement,
actomyosin contraction at the rear of the cell body is indispensable (Bellion et al., 2005; Schaar
and McConnell, 2005). Prior to nuclear translocation, myosin II transiently accumulates at the
rear of the cell body, and the phosphorylation of myosin’s regulatory light chain is required for
nucleokinesis (Schaar and McConnell, 2005). Treating migrating interneurons with blebbistatin,
a selective nonmuscular myosin II inhibitor, halts nuclear movement, showing that myosin
contraction is required to move the nucleus forward (Bellion et al., 2005). Therefore, the
combination of the microtubule-generated pulling forces and pushing forces from actomyosin
contractility work in tandem to create this saltatory forward movement of the nucleus towards
the centrosome in the swelling of the leading process.
Molecular Regulators of Nucleokinesis
Identifying key regulators of microtubule and actin cytoskeleton dynamics and how they control
nucleokinesis is crucial for our understanding of cortical interneuron migration and development.
Indeed, many studies have recently explored how regulators of nucleokinesis are linked to the
control of cytoskeletal dynamics.
For instance, p27kip1, which was first identified as a cell cycle inhibitor, is now known to also be a
microtubule associated protein involved in cortical interneuron migration. p27kip1 coordinates
both actomyosin contraction and microtubule organization to control leading process branching
and nucleokinesis in migrating interneurons (Godin et al., 2012). Conditional deletion of p27kip1
from post-mitotic interneurons led to slower migratory speeds, and fewer numbers of cortical
interneurons that had advanced into the cortex at E12.5 in ex vivo slice cultures. Using an in
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vitro co-culture assay to grow migratory cortical interneuron on a monolayer of dissociated
cortical cells, Godin and colleagues found that conditional deletion of p27kip1 increased
frequency of nucleokinesis, diminished distance of translocations, and decreased the duration of
time that cytoplasmic swellings persisted (Godin et al., 2012). p27kip1 colocalized with the
GTPase RhoA, a known regulator of actin dynamics (Besson et al., 2004), and deletion of
p27kip1 resulted in increased RhoA activity. This increase in RhoA activity led to higher levels of
myosin II activity which promotes nuclear translocation of neurons (Schaar and McConnell,
2005; Solecki et al., 2009), and resulted in temporal dysregulation of actomyosin contractions
and disrupted nucleokinesis (Godin et al., 2012).
The deglutamylation enzyme cytosolic carboxypeptidase 1 (CCP1) that removes glutamate side
chains from microtubules was recently found to be expressed in migrating cortical interneurons
and is involved in regulating nucleokinesis in mice (Silva et al., 2018). Mutations in the gene for
CCP1 are associated with delayed cognitive development, suggesting that CCP1 is crucial for
normal brain development (Firth et al., 2009). Conditional deletion of CCP1 from cortical
interneurons led to reduced amplitude of nucleokinesis and pausing between nucleokinesis
events, without affecting average migratory speed in E13.5 slices. Actin contraction at the rear
of the cell body was increased in CCP1 knockout interneurons, which was due to an increase in
myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) activity on MLC. Treating co-cultures with the MLCK inhibitor
ML7 rescued the nucleokinesis defects in CCP1 knockout interneurons. Thus, the defects in
migration were attributed to CCP1 control of actomyosin contraction by regulating the balance of
myosin light chain kinase activity during migration (Silva et al., 2018).
Mutations to the Elongator complex proteins have been associated with neurological disorders
such as familial dysautonomia and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Anderson et al., 2001b;
Nguyen et al., 2010). More recently, the role of the enzymatic core subunit Elp3 was identified to
fine-tune the actomyosin network by regulating the distribution and turnover of actin during
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cortical interneuron migration (Tielens et al., 2016). Conditional removal of Elp3 from cortical
interneurons reduces the number of interneurons in the cortex across rostro-caudal axes and
leads to decreased cells in the MZ and SVZ streams in vivo. Co-culture and slice culture assays
revealed that Elp3 knockout interneurons migrate at significantly slower speeds, with reduced
amplitudes of nucleokinesis, and less frequent nuclear translocation events. A construct that
fluorescently labels actin was electroporated into cortical interneurons to determine the effect of
Elp3 loss on actomyosin contraction. Loss of Elp3 impairs the subcellular distribution of actin
and leads to decreased cofilin activity, a known actin-severing enzyme that interacts with Elp3
(Tielens et al., 2016). Blocking cofilin dephosphorylation with siRNAs in Elp3 knockout cortical
interneurons rescued the nucleokinesis defects. Together, these experiments provide evidence
for a role of Epl3 in controlling actomyosin dynamics through the activity of cofilin in migrating
cortical interneurons.
X-linked lissencephaly and subcortical band heterotopia (or “double-cortex” syndrome) are
human brain disorders caused by mutations in the gene for doublecortin (Dcx; Raymond et al.,
1995; Gleeson et al., 1998; Matsumoto et al., 2001). Dcx is a microtubule associated protein
that stabilizes microtubules in the leading process and around the perinuclear cage, and was
first identified as a key regulator in the migration of neurons in the rat cortex (Francis et al.,
1999; Gleeson et al., 1999; Tanaka et al., 2004; Schaar and McConnell, 2005; Ettinger et al.,
2016). Knockdown of Dcx leads to subcortical band heterotopia and seizures due to a failure of
radial migration in the rat cortex, which can be rescued in early postnatal life by re-expression of
Dcx (Manent et al., 2009). While Dcx knockout mice do not exhibit the same radial organization
abnormalities as in rat models, the migration of cortical interneurons is significantly affected
(Kappeler et al., 2006). Knockout of Dcx results in less frequent nucleokinesis events and
altered swelling dynamics when compared to control interneurons, suggesting a role of Dcx in
the movement of the cell body during migration (Kappeler et al., 2006). Dcx knockout leads to
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decreased density and disrupted laminar distribution of cortical interneurons at postnatal day 0
(Friocourt et al., 2007). More recently, Dcx was shown to interact not only directly with
microtubules, but indirectly with the actin network through the Rac1-specific guanine nucleotide
exchange factor Asef2, stimulating lamellipodia formation to promote the migration of neural
progenitor cells (Toriyama et al., 2012).
Lissencephaly, meaning “smooth brain,” is a severe brain malformation caused by mutations in
numerous genes, including Lis1, which lead to defective neuronal migration during embryonic
development (Reiner et al., 1993; Reiner et al., 1995). Lis1 is a protein involved in microtubule
dynamics that interacts with the motor protein dynein to regulate nucleokinesis and is required
for normal neuronal migration (Cahana et al., 2001; McManus et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2004).
Post mortem analyses from fetuses with microdeletion of chromosome 17p13.3 (encoding Lis1),
also known as Miller-Dieker syndrome, showed reduced numbers of calretinin-expressing
interneurons, suggesting a role for Lis1 in the migration of cortical interneurons (Pancoast et al.,
2005). This hypothesis was confirmed with heterozygous removal of Lis1 in mice (McManus et
al., 2004). Removal of Lis1 resulted in deficits of cortical interneuron migration with delayed
entry into the cortical rudiment and reduced medial progression in the cortex (McManus et al.,
2004). Lis1 and Dcx coimmunoprecipitate and overexpression of one can rescue migration
deficits with loss of the other, suggesting potential overlapping roles for Dcx and Lis1 in nuclear
movement during neuronal migration (Caspi et al., 2000; Tanaka et al., 2004).
Disruptions in the neurotransmitter dopamine have been linked to neurodevelopmental
disorders such as schizophrenia, epilepsy, and ASD (Benes et al., 2000; Robinson et al., 2001;
Treiman, 2001; Casanova et al., 2003). D1R and D2R are expressed in migrating cortical
interneurons and altering the physiological balance between their activation impairs interneuron
migration (Crandall et al., 2007). Activation of D1R increased speed and promotes cortical
interneuron tangential migration. More recently, it was discovered that disrupting D1R
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interaction with synaptic Ras-guanosine triphosphate-activating protein 1 (SynGAP1), which is
essential for synaptic development (Clement et al., 2012; Aceti et al., 2015), leads to disrupted
cortical interneuron migration (Su et al., 2019). Mouse brains injected with a peptide to block
D1R-SynGAP1 resulted in decreased migratory distance of cortical interneurons from MGE
explants in vitro, as well as reduced tangential progression of interneurons throughout the
cortex in vivo. Disruption of the D1R-SynGAP1 complex led to decreased actin in the leading
process and aberrant localization of dynein in the soma, suggesting that this complex regulates
multiple aspects of the cytoskeleton involved in proper interneuron migration (Su et al., 2019).
Leading Process Dynamics
On the other end of the cell, the leading process is a highly dynamic structure that extends and
retracts branches bearing dynamic growth cones to sense and respond to extracellular
guidance cues (Lysko et al., 2011). The cytoskeletal structure of the leading process consists
predominantly of microtubules, with actin localized more distally in the growth cones and at the
rear of the cell body (Lysko et al., 2014). Posttranslational modifications of microtubules
regulate the stability of microtubules involved in branching. For example, acetylation of tubulin is
a stabilizer of microtubules, whereas tyrosination of tubulin acts as a microtubule destabilizer
(Bulinski and Gundersen, 1991; Bulinski, 2007). Cortical interneuron leading process branching
begins with the formation of a membrane protrusion formed by an F-actin meshwork containing
cortactin and actin-related proteins 2/3, then microtubules quickly invade to stabilize the
protrusion and form a new branch (Spillane et al., 2011; Lysko et al., 2014). As a branch forms,
it is tipped with a growth cone, which functions very similarly to the growth cones of developing
axons by sensing chemo-attractant and repulsive cues to direct movement. However, branches
in migrating interneurons tend to grow more linearly, maintaining the angle established from
their branching point instead of making sharp turns like axons (Valiente and Martini, 2009).
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Many of the mechanisms associated with the control of nucleokinesis are also involved in
leading process branch dynamics.
Molecular Regulators of Leading Process Branching
Microtubule polymerization is essential for neurite growth and migration properties of cortical
interneurons (Godin et al., 2012). Cortical interneurons lacking the microtubule-associated
protein p27kip1 displayed a delayed tangential migration due to defects found in both
nucleokinesis and leading process branching. Experiments with conditional knockout of p27kip1
from cortical interneurons determined that it controls leading process branching by promoting
the polymerization of microtubules in extending neurites, which was not rescued by activating
actomyosin contraction. Cortical interneurons lacking Dcx have increased frequency of growth
cone splits resulting in a hyper-branched phenotype, however these branches do not extend as
far as controls and are shorter-lived (Kappeler et al., 2006; Lysko et al., 2014). Overexpression
of Dcx in migrating cortical interneurons reduces the frequency of growth cone splitting (Lysko
et al., 2014). Cxcl12 binding to Cxcr4, which reduces leading process branching, is dependent
on Dcx bundling of microtubules, suggesting that Cxcl12 control of interneuron migration in
migratory streams depends on Dcx activity. Migrating cortical interneurons lacking the
microtubule associated protein Lis1 have reduced acetylation of microtubules and reduced
frequency of leading process splitting suggesting a role of Lis1 in the formation and stability of
newly formed branches (Gopal et al., 2010). Conditional knockout of Elp3 from cortical
interneurons also significantly alters leading process branching dynamics (Tielens et al., 2016).
Elp3 knockout cortical interneurons have decreased frequency of growth cone splits and neurite
length in vitro due to dysregulated actin dynamics in the leading process. CCP1 knockout leads
to subtle defects in leading process branching in vitro with increased duration of branches and
no changes to growth cone split frequency or neurite length, again suggesting dual roles for
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CCP1 in regulating both nucleokinesis and leading process branching dynamics (Silva et al.,
2018).
Centrosome and Primary Cilia Complex
During nucleokinesis, a cytoplasmic swelling emerges from the cell body containing multiple
subcellular organelles including the centrosome and primary cilium which are involved in the
directed migration of cortical interneurons (Bellion et al., 2005; Martini and Valdeolmillos, 2010;
Yanagida et al., 2012). The centrosome is a central component of the neuronal cytoskeleton
and acts as the microtubule organization center, linking the microtubules around the nucleus to
those in the leading process (Tsai and Gleeson, 2005; Umeshima et al., 2007). It was
suggested that the microtubule-driven pulling forces generated in the leading process act
through the centrosome as a driving force in the forward movement of the nucleus (Tsai and
Gleeson, 2005). This theory, however, remains controversial as some studies have suggested
nuclear translocation occurs independent of microtubule-based centrosome positioning
(Umeshima et al., 2007; Martini and Valdeolmillos, 2010).
Extending from the mother centriole of the centrosome, is the microtubule-based primary cilium,
which is involved in the guided migration of cortical interneurons (Baudoin et al., 2012;
Higginbotham et al., 2012; Park et al., 2019). The primary cilium docks to the cell membrane via
transition fibers connected to the mother centriole, compartmentalizing this organelle from the
cytosol (Baudoin et al., 2012). Furthermore, the primary cilium is thought to act as a cellular
antenna, containing many receptors and signaling molecules required for proper neuronal
migration (Métin and Pedraza, 2014; Sarkisian and Guadiana, 2015). Together, the subcellular
positioning and function of the centrosome-primary cilium complex has been shown to be
required for cortical interneuron migration and disruptions to its function may underly
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nucleokinesis and leading process branching defects (Baudoin et al., 2012; Higginbotham et al.,
2012; Luccardini et al., 2013; Matsumoto et al., 2019).
Historically, the primary cilium has been associated with its role in Shh signaling and cell
differentiation and patterning during embryogenesis (Bangs and Anderson, 2017). While the
primary cilium controls Shh signaling, other signaling receptors and ciliary-specific proteins are
also found in the primary cilium of cortical interneurons. Indeed, cortical interneurons lacking
key ciliary-specific proteins involved in the formation of the primary cilium or Shh signaling
exhibit defects in migration (Baudoin et al., 2012; Higginbotham et al., 2012). Conditional
removal of the intraflagellar transport (IFT) protein IFT88, anterograde transport protein Kif3a, or
ciliary-specific small GTP-ase Arl13b from cortical interneurons lead to altered migration
(Baudoin et al., 2012; Higginbotham et al., 2012). Conditional knockout of IFT88 or Kif3a result
in increased leading process branching and prevented cells from leaving migratory streams to
infiltrate the cortical plate. The subcellular positioning of the centrosome-cilium complex was
found to be mispositioned at the rear of the cell body with knockdown of Kif3a or IFT88 from
migrating olfactory bulb interneurons, further suggesting a role in the positioning of cilia in
directed migration (Matsumoto et al., 2019).
N-cadherin is a membrane bound homophilic adhesion molecule expressed in cortical
interneurons that is involved in the positioning of the centrosome-cilium complex (Luccardini et
al., 2013; Luccardini et al., 2015). Conditional removal of n-cadherin from cortical interneurons
results in slower migratory speed, increased pausing, and decreased directionality in vitro
(Luccardini et al., 2013). Dominant-negative knockdown of n-cadherin led to rearward
positioning of the centrosome, loss of synchrony between the nucleus and centrosome with the
centrosome making more sporadic movements in vitro (Luccardini et al., 2013; Luccardini et al.,
2015). This rearward positioning of the centrosome was attributed to the loss of myosin polarity
when n-cadherin is knocked down in interneurons. Since the positioning of the centrosome is
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dependent on the actomyosin cytoskeleton (Solecki et al., 2009), and myosin polarity is lost in
n-cadherin knockdown interneurons, n-cadherin may promote nucleokinesis by guiding the
centrosome to the leading process prior to nucleokinesis.
While many of the mechanisms influencing the guided migration of cortical interneurons have
been elucidated, including the role of membrane-bound receptors, extracellular ligands, and
cytoskeletal proteins, the roles that intracellular signaling pathways play in interneuron migration
remain largely unknown.
c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase Signaling in Neuronal Migration
The c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK) intracellular signaling pathway is involved in a myriad of
cellular behaviors including proliferation, apoptosis, migration, axon growth and others (Chang
and Karin, 2001; Chang et al., 2003; Westerlund et al., 2011). JNK is a member and terminal
kinase of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) superfamily of kinases. JNK is activated
by phosphorylation from two upstream kinases, MAPKK7 and MAPKK4. These two upstream
MAPKKs are activates by several MAPKKKs in response to a variety of extracellular stimuli
(Weston and Davis, 2007; Yamasaki et al., 2012). After activation, JNK phosphorylates
downstream substrates in the cytoplasm and nucleus to control various aspects of cellular
behavior, including cellular migration (Huang et al., 2003; Manning and Davis, 2003).
The JNK proteins are encoded by three genes named Jnk1 (Mapk8), Jnk2 (Mapk9), and Jnk3
(Mapk10) which are alternatively spliced to produce ten protein isoforms (Gupta et al., 1996).
Jnk1 and Jnk2 are ubiquitously expressed throughout the body, whereas Jnk3 is found in the
brain, heart, and testis (Kuan et al., 1999). The highest levels of Jnk1/2/3 mRNA are found in
the neocortex (Carboni et al., 1998). Over the years the JNK signaling pathway has been
targeted for genetic knockout studies to further probe for its potential developmental roles. While
mouse models with constitutive removal of individual JNKs survive to adulthood, these animals
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still exhibit cellular and behavioral phenotypes (Yang et al., 1997; Dong et al., 2001; Westerlund
et al., 2011). Removal of both JNK1 and JNK2 from mice leads to defective neural tube closure
and is thus embryonic lethal (Kuan et al., 1999; Sabapathy et al., 1999), suggesting an obligate
role for JNK signaling in brain development.
JNK signaling is highly involved in neuronal migration. Indeed, multiple studies have established
a role for JNK signaling in the radial migration of cortical excitatory neurons (Mizuno et al., 2005;
Westerlund et al., 2011). Radially migrating neurons overexpressing the JNK binding domain of
JIP (JBD), a peptide inhibitor of JNK that prevents substrate binding, reach the cortical plate
faster than control neurons (Mizuno et al., 2005; Westerlund et al., 2011). Pharmacological
inhibition of JNK signaling in the cytoplasm also results in accelerated migration of cortical
neurons, whereas JNK inhibition in the nucleus slowed migration. Excitatory neurons in Jnk1
knockout mice migrate faster than controls, and final cell positioning in the cortex becomes
disorganized (Westerlund et al., 2011). While knockdown of JNK2 halted radial migration of
excitatory neurons in the subventricular zone region of the embryonic cortex, knockdown of
JNK3 had no effect on migration, suggesting that individual JNKs could be preferentially
involved in neuronal migration (Zhang et al., 2016). Inhibition of JNK signaling also reduces
leading process length of excitatory neurons in vitro (Kawauchi et al., 2003) and induces slower
nuclear translocation without affecting the formation or shape of the cytoplasmic swelling in ex
vivo slices (Nishimura et al., 2014).
Our lab was the first to establish the requirement for JNK signaling in the migration of cortical
interneurons. Using pharmacological and genetic manipulations, we found that cortical
interneurons require Jnk1 for timely entry of cortical interneurons into the cortical rudiment and
for early migratory stream formation (Myers et al., 2014). Additionally, both pharmacological
inhibition and genetic removal of all three JNK genes resulted in the premature departure of
cortical interneurons from migratory streams, and disrupted positioning in the early postnatal
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cortex (Myers et al., 2020). However, the influence of JNK on the cellular mechanisms
controlling the coordinated movement of cortical interneurons was unknown prior to this
dissertation.
In summary, the proper arrival and laminar allocation of cortical interneurons in the developing
cortical plate is crucial for the function of the mature cerebral cortex. After cortical interneurons
are born in the ventral telencephalon, they migrate tangentially in two streams to enter the
cortical rudiment. During this migration, cortical interneurons must integrate extracellular cues
from their environment with intracellular signaling pathways and machinery to enter and
navigate through the developing cortex. While much progress has been made in elucidating the
extracellular guidance cues necessary for migration, the field is currently lacking insight in the
intracellular mechanisms controlling and ultimately finetuning the guided migration of cortical
interneurons. In this dissertation, the requirements for JNK function in nucleokinesis and leading
process branching are explored through in vitro and ex vivo experiments with pharmacological
inhibition of JNK signaling and the use of a conditional triple knockout mouse model. In Chapter
2, an MGE explant cortical cell co-culture assay was utilized to examine the role of JNK
signaling in nucleokinesis, leading process branching, and the subcellular localization of the
centrosome-ciliary complex. In Chapter 3, ex vivo slices, in vitro 3-dimensional matrices, and in
vitro nanotopography were used to examine the requirement of JNK signaling for interneuron
migration in different topographical and substrate environments. Prior to this work, the role of
JNK signaling in the cellular mechanisms controlling the coordinated movement of cortical
interneurons was unknown. This dissertation demonstrates the crucial need for JNK function in
the coordinated movement and guidance of cortical interneurons throughout their environment.
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ABSTRACT
Aberrant migration of inhibitory interneurons can alter the formation of cortical circuitry and lead
to severe neurological disorders including epilepsy, autism, and schizophrenia. However,
mechanisms involved in directing the migration of interneurons remain incompletely understood.
Using a mouse model, we performed live-cell confocal microscopy to explore the mechanisms
by which the c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK) pathway coordinates leading process branching
and nucleokinesis, two cell biological processes that are essential for the guided migration of
cortical interneurons. Pharmacological inhibition of JNK signaling disrupts the kinetics of leading
process branching, rate and amplitude of nucleokinesis, and leads to the rearward
mislocalization of the centrosome and primary cilium to the trailing process. Genetic loss of Jnk
from interneurons also impairs leading process branching and nucleokinesis, suggesting that
important mechanics of interneuron migration depend on the intrinsic activity of JNK. These
findings highlight key roles for JNK signaling in leading process branching, nucleokinesis, and
the trafficking of centrosomes and cilia during interneuron migration, and further implicates JNK
signaling as an important mediator of cortical development.
SIGIFICANCE STATEMENT
Unlike their excitatory counterparts, inhibitory interneurons are generated in the ventral forebrain
and migrate long distances to reach the cerebral cortex. Although many factors influencing the
guided migration of cortical interneurons have been elucidated, the role of intracellular signaling
pathways in interneuron migration have remained elusive. Here, we show with single cell
resolution that the c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK) signaling pathway coordinates multiple
cellular mechanisms that direct the migration of cortical interneurons, including leading process
branching, nucleokinesis, and the subcellular positioning of the centrosome-cilia complex.
Furthermore, we show that cortical interneuron migration depends on the intrinsic activity of
JNK. These results provide new insight into the cellular and molecular mechanisms controlling
cortical interneuron migration in normal and pathologic brain development.
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INTRODUCTION
During embryonic development, cortical interneurons are born in the medial and caudal
ganglionic eminences (MGE and CGE) of the ventral forebrain and then migrate long distances
to reach the place of their terminal differentiation in the overlying cerebral cortex (Wichterle et
al., 1999; Nery et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2004; Miyoshi et al., 2010). While navigating their
environments, cortical interneurons must integrate extracellular guidance cues with intracellular
machinery in order to reach the cortex, travel in tangentially oriented migratory streams, and
disembark from streams at the correct time and place to properly infiltrate the cortical plate. Two
cellular mechanisms that enable interneurons to make these complex migratory decisions are
leading process branching, where cortical interneurons dynamically remodel their leading
processes to sense and respond to extracellular guidance cues, and nucleokinesis, where
interneurons propel their cell bodies forward in the selected direction of migration (Polleux et al.,
2002; Ang et al., 2003; Nadarajah et al., 2003; Moya and Valdeolmillos, 2004; Bellion et al.,
2005). Moreover, proper positioning and signaling from two subcellular organelles, the
centrosome and primary cilium, have been implicated in the guided migration of cortical
interneurons (Higginbotham et al., 2012; Yanagida et al., 2012; Luccardini et al., 2013;
Luccardini et al., 2015). Failure to coordinate these cellular and subcellular events can alter
cortical interneuron migration and impair the development of cortical circuitry, which may
underlie severe neurological disorders such as autism spectrum disorder, schizophrenia, and
epilepsy (Kato and Dobyns, 2005; Hildebrandt et al., 2011; Meechan et al., 2012; Volk et al.,
2015). While progress has been made on elucidating the complex molecular mechanisms
underlying nucleokinesis and leading process branching (Tsai and Gleeson, 2005; Baudoin et
al., 2012; Godin et al., 2012; Silva et al., 2018), the intracellular signaling pathways that regulate
these cellular mechanisms remain largely unknown.
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The c-Jun NH2-terminal kinases (JNKs) are evolutionarily conserved members of the mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK) super-family (Davis, 2000; Chang and Karin, 2001). The JNK
proteins are encoded by three genes, Jnk1 (Mapk8), Jnk2 (Mapk9), and Jnk3 (Mapk10). JNKs
phosphorylate numerous substrates in response to extracellular stimuli to mediate physiological
processes including cellular proliferation, apoptosis, differentiation, and migration (Davis, 2000).
JNK signaling has been implicated in multiple aspects of brain development, including neuronal
migration in the cerebral cortex (Hirai et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2007; Westerlund et al., 2011;
Yamasaki et al., 2011; Myers et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016; Myers et al., 2020). Indeed, our
laboratory previously demonstrated that JNK function is required for the proper timing of
interneuron entry into the cerebral cortex (Myers et al., 2014), as well as the tangential
progression of interneurons in migratory streams (Myers et al., 2020). However, these previous
studies did not assess the influence of JNK on the cellular mechanics of individual cortical
interneurons during migration.
In the current study, we extend upon those findings by using a combination of pharmacological
and genetic manipulations in an MGE explant cortical cell co-culture assay to demonstrate that
interneurons require JNK-signaling to regulate leading process branching and nucleokinesis.
JNK-inhibited MGE interneurons dramatically slow their migration while displaying more variable
speeds, and exhibit decreased migratory displacement. Concomitantly, JNK-inhibited
interneurons display significant defects in leading process branching with decreased growth
cone splitting frequency and interstitial side branch duration, as well as disrupted nucleokinesis
and swelling dynamics. Genetic ablation of Jnk from MGE interneurons results in leading
process branching defects, which were similar to pharmacologic inhibition, and nucleokinesis
defects, which were distinct. Nevertheless, migratory deficits resulting from interneuron-specific
loss of JNK function indicates that interneurons have a cell-intrinsic requirement for JNK
signaling during migration. In addition, we discovered a novel role for JNK signaling in the
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dynamic localization of the centrosome and primary cilium in migrating interneurons.
Surprisingly, the centrosomes and the primary cilia of JNK-inhibited interneurons aberrantly
localized to the cell body or trailing process, regardless of whether the leading process
contained a swelling. These findings implicate the JNK pathway as a key intracellular mediator
of leading process branching, nucleokinesis, and organelle dynamics in migrating MGE
interneurons.
RESULTS
Pharmacological inhibition of JNK signaling disrupts MGE interneuron migration in vitro
In order to determine the cellular mechanisms by which JNK signaling influences cortical
interneuron migration, we examined the migratory dynamics of individual cortical interneurons
grown from medial ganglionic eminence (MGE) explants in control or JNK-inhibited conditions.
MGE explants from embryonic day 14.5 (E14.5) Dlx5/6-Cre-IRES-EGFP (Dlx5/6-CIE) positive
embryos were cultured on top of a Dlx5/6-CIE negative (wild type, WT) monolayer of
dissociated cortical cells for 24 hours (Fig. 2.1A). We then treated cultures with SP600125, a
pan inhibitor of JNK signaling (Bennett et al., 2001), or vehicle control and immediately
performed live-cell imaging for 12 hours (Fig. 2.1A). We treated cultures with 20 µM SP600125
since this concentration of inhibitor caused significant deficiencies in interneuron migration
without altering cell viability in previous dosage series and live imaging experiments (Myers et
al., 2014; Myers et al., 2020). At the beginning of the imaging period (Time 0), the field of view
was placed at the distal edge of interneuron outgrowth (Fig. 2.1B-C).
Many control interneurons migrated into the field of view by 12 hours of imaging (Fig. 2.1B;
Movie 2.1), but SP600125-treated cells failed to progress through the frame and appeared to
move slower (Fig. 2.1C; Movie 2.2). To assess potential differences in their migratory dynamics,
we tracked individual cells in order to evaluate how JNK inhibition affects interneuron migration
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on a single cell level (representative cell tracks in Fig. 2.1B, C). The migratory speeds of JNKinhibited interneurons were significantly slower than controls, including the maximum (values =
mean±s.e.m.; control:132.28±4.25µm/hour; SP600125: 78.02±1.69µm/hour; p=1.68x10-10),
mean (control: 54.62±2.54µm/hour; SP600125: 26.48±0.94µm/hour; p=1.68x10-9), and minimum
(control: 6.64±0.91µm/hour; SP600125: 1.96±0.21µm/hour; p=7.17x10-5) migratory speeds (Fig.
2.1D). While JNK-inhibited interneurons migrated slower, speed variation, which is the ratio of
track standard deviation to track mean speed was significantly increased in SP600125-treated
conditions (control: 0.62±0.02; SP600125 0.76±-0.02; p=0.00019; Fig. 2.1E). Due to the
decrease in migratory speed, the migratory displacement of SP600125-treated interneurons
was also significantly reduced compared to control interneurons (control: 156.93±10.37µm;
SP600125: 75.76±4.04 µm; p=4.73x10-7; Fig. 2.1F). Despite these changes in overall migratory
dynamics, JNK-inhibited interneurons displayed no change in their migratory straightness
(control: 0.71±0.03; SP600125: 0.68±0.02; p=0.45; Fig. 2.1G). Collectively, these data
demonstrate that JNK inhibition impairs the migratory speed and displacement of MGE
interneurons in an MGE explant cortical cell co-culture assay, confirming previous results in ex
vivo slice culture experiments (Myers et al., 2020).
JNK signaling regulates branching dynamics of migrating MGE interneurons
Migrating cortical interneurons repeatedly extend and retract leading process branches to sense
extracellular guidance cues and establish a forward direction of movement (Polleux et al., 2002;
Bellion et al., 2005; Yanagida et al., 2012). Leading process branching normally occurs through
two mechanisms: growth cone splitting at the distal end of the leading process, and formation of
interstitial side branches along the length of the leading process (Martini et al., 2009; Lysko et
al., 2011).
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To determine if JNK inhibition effected leading process morphology, we first measured the
length of leading processes over time from live-imaged Dlx5/6-CIE positive MGE interneurons.
Maximum (control: 84.96±4.45µm; SP600125: 85.14±4.02µm/hour; p=0.977), mean (control:
60.39±2.88µm; SP600125: 60.14±2.56µm; p=0.947), or minimum lengths (control:
37.40±2.47µm; SP600125: 37.81±2.72µm; p=0.912) of leading processes of SP600125-treated
interneurons remained unchanged (Fig. 2.2C). However, when we analyzed the dynamic
behavior of leading processes, significant differences were found between interneurons in
control and SP600125-treated conditions (Fig. 2.2; Movies 2.3-4). In control conditions,
migrating MGE interneurons show frequent initiation of new branches from growth cone splitting
at the tip of their leading processes (Fig. 2.2A; Movie 2.3, Clip 1). In JNK-inhibited conditions,
interneurons still underwent growth cone splitting, but the frequency appeared to be reduced
(Fig. 2.2B; Movie 2.4, Clip1). When we measured the rate of growth cone splitting, JNK-inhibited
interneurons had a statistically significant reduction compared to controls (control: 1.83±0.17
splits/hour; SP600125 1.15±0.20 splits/hour; p=0.01; Fig. 2.2D). In addition to branching from
their growth cones, MGE interneurons extend and retract interstitial side branches from their
leading processes. To determine whether JNK inhibition impacted the frequency and duration of
interstitial branching, we measured the rate in which new side branches formed and determined
the amount of time each newly generated branch was retained. Both control and SP600125treated interneurons extended side branches at similar frequencies (control: 1.18±0.19
branches/hour; SP600125:1.22±0.17 branches/hour; p=0.89; Fig. 2.2E-G; Movies 2.3-4, Clip 2).
However, the duration of time in which de novo side branches persisted was significantly
reduced in interneurons treated with JNK inhibitor (control: 28.77±2.53min; SP600125:
21.19±1.76min; p=0.02; Fig. 2.2H).
Here, we found that initiation of branching from growth cone splitting was significantly reduced
during JNK inhibition. Also, we found that JNK-inhibited interneurons formed side branches at
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similar rates to controls, but these branches were shorter-lived. Our data indicate that JNK
influences branching dynamics of migratory MGE interneurons by regulating the rate of growth
cone splitting, and by promoting the stability of newly formed side branches.
Acute loss of JNK signaling impairs nucleokinesis and cytoplasmic swelling dynamics of
migrating MGE interneurons
Since pharmacological inhibition of JNK signaling disrupted the overall migratory properties and
leading process branching dynamics of MGE interneurons, we further examined the role for JNK
in nucleokinesis, an obligate cell biological process in neuronal migration (Bellion et al., 2005;
Yanagida et al., 2012). To closely examine the movement of interneuron cell bodies during
migration, we imaged cultures at higher spatial and temporal resolution and analyzed the effect
of JNK inhibition on nucleokinesis (Fig. 2.3). Time-lapse recordings show that under control
conditions, a single cycle of nucleokinesis starts with the extension of a cytoplasmic swelling
into the leading process and ends with the translocation of the cell body into the swelling (Fig.
2.3A; Movie 2.5, Clip 1). Although JNK-inhibited interneurons still engaged in nucleokinesis, the
distance of individual nucleokinesis events were disrupted (Fig. 2.3B; Fig. 2.3H; Movie 2.5, Clip
2). When we measured the mean distance that cell bodies translocated over time (Fig. 2.3C
diagram), JNK-inhibited interneurons advanced significantly shorter distances compared to
control cells (control: 14.87±0.32µm; SP600125: 8.50±0.39µm; p=2.36x10-10; Fig. 2.3C). Thus,
while cell bodies of JNK-inhibited interneurons still translocated forward into the leading
process, the distance of their movement was reduced.
Since cortical interneurons appeared to have slower kinetics of nucleokinesis under JNK
inhibition (Fig. 2.3B), we measured the rate of nucleokinesis in control and JNK-inhibited
conditions. Upon treatment with SP600125, interneurons completed significantly fewer
translocation events per hour (control: 2.50±0.06 events/hour; SP600125: 1.73±0.06
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events/hour; p=1.92x10-8; Fig. 2.3D). Along with this, interneurons in JNK-inhibited cultures
displayed longer pauses between the initiation of nucleokinesis events (control: 31.21±1.05min;
SP600125: 40.71±0.58min; p=1.45x10-7; Fig. 2.3E). Because nuclear translocation is preceded
by swelling extension, we measured the average distance from the soma to the swelling before
translocation (Fig. 2.3F diagram) and found that SP600125-treated interneurons did not extend
cytoplasmic swellings as far as controls (control: 13.13±0.38µm; SP600125: 11.34±0.30µm;
p=0.002; Fig. 2.3F). Since JNK-inhibited interneurons paused for longer periods of time, we
asked if this was strictly due to delayed nuclear propulsion towards the swelling, or if the
dynamics of swelling extension were also affected. Interneurons treated with SP600125
displayed significantly longer lasting cytoplasmic swellings (control: 11.27±0.99min; SP600125:
18.31±1.33min; p=0.0005; Fig. 2.3G), indicating that swelling duration is concomitantly
increased with pause duration. Finally, the frequency and amplitude of nuclear translocations
that exceed a minimum distance of 5 microns was notably reduced when individual control and
JNK-inhibited cells were compared (Fig. 2.3H).
In order to determine whether JNK inhibition altered the migratory properties of interneurons
that traveled at similar average speeds, we assessed a subset of control and SP600125-treated
MGE interneurons migrating 35-40µm/hr (Extended Data Fig. 2.1-1A). When MGE interneurons
traveled at the same average speed, the minimum speed, displacement, and straightness were
unaffected by JNK inhibition (Fig. 2.1-1B-E). However, the maximum speed that MGE
interneurons traveled in SP600125 treated conditions was significantly less than that of controls
(Fig. 2.1-1B). This decrease in maximum speed under JNK inhibition likely contributed to the
significant decrease in the speed variation of MGE interneurons (Fig. 2.1-1C). We next asked
whether interneurons traveling at the same average speed had impairments to nucleokinesis
under JNK inhibition. The average distance that JNK-inhibited MGE interneurons extended a
swelling from the cell body as well as the average distance traveled during nucleokinesis were
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both significantly less than controls (Fig. 2.1-1F-G), with no changes in frequency or pausing
(Fig. 2.1-1J-K). Moreover, JNK-inhibition led to a significant reduction in the distance of large
nucleokinesis events (Fig. 2.1-1I). These data likely explain why we found a significant decrease
in the maximum speed that MGE interneurons traveled under JNK inhibition. Additionally, when
we analyzed leading process branching, MGE interneurons treated with SP600125 had a
significant reduction in growth cone split frequency with no changes in side-branch frequency or
duration (Fig. 2.1-1M-O).
Together, these data point to a role for JNK signaling in regulating the dynamics of
nucleokinesis and leading process branching in migrating MGE interneurons, regardless of the
average migratory speed that they travel.
Complete genetic loss of JNK impairs nucleokinesis and leading process branching of
migrating MGE interneurons in vitro
In order to determine that migratory deficits seen with pharmacological inhibition of JNK
signaling were specific to the loss of JNK function in cortical interneurons, and not due to JNK
inhibition of the cortical feeder cells, we genetically ablated all three JNK genes from
interneurons by using mice containing the Dlx5/6-CIE transgene to conditionally remove Jnk1
from Jnk2;Jnk3 double knockout embryos (Dlx5/6-CIE;Jnk1fl/fl;Jnk2-/-;Jnk3-/-). MGE explants from
Dlx5/6-CIE+ wild type (WT) or conditional triple knockout (cTKO) brains were cultured on a WT
cortical feeder layer and imaged live (Fig. 2.4A). We tracked individual interneurons over time to
assess the overall migratory properties of WT and cTKO interneurons (Fig. 2.4B,C). While there
were no changes in migratory speed (Fig. 2.4D), cTKO interneurons exhibited greater variations
in migratory speed compared to WT cells (WT: 0.54±0.01; cTKO: 0.59±0.02; p=0.02; Figure
2.4E). We also found that cTKO interneurons have shorter migratory displacements than WT
interneurons (WT: 195.06±6.80 µm; cTKO: 165.99±12.49 µm; p=0.05; Fig. 2.4F). Additionally,
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the track straightness of cTKO interneurons was decreased (WT: 0.77±0.02; cTKO: 0.71±0.02;
p=0.03; Figure 2.4G). The combination of increased speed variability and decreased migratory
straightness explain why cTKO interneurons exhibited shorter migratory displacements.
Together, these data indicate that cTKO interneurons migrating on WT cortical cells have subtle
yet statistically significant deficits in their overall migratory dynamics, which closely match
previous findings from ex vivo cTKO slice cultures (Myers et al., 2020).
To determine the genetic requirement for JNK signaling in branching, we analyzed leading
process branching dynamics of cTKO and WT interneurons (Movies 2.6-7). cTKO interneurons
displayed a significant reduction in the frequency of growth cone splitting compared to WT
interneurons (WT: 1.92±0.18 splits/hour; cTKO: 1.30±0.11 splits/hour; p=0.04; Fig. 2.4H; Movie
2.6-7, Clip 1). In addition, genetic removal of JNK signaling from interneurons resulted in no
change in side branch initiation (WT: 1.43±0.15; cTKO:1.32±0.20 branches/hour; p=0.66; Fig.
4I), but significant decreases in the duration that side branches persisted (WT: 25.51±3.39min;
cTKO:17.29±1.71min; p=0.05; Fig. 2.4J; Movie 2.6-7, Clip 2). These data corroborate the
findings from our pharmacological analyses and establish a cell intrinsic role for JNK signaling in
controlling leading process branching dynamics.
Since we found alterations to overall migratory properties and branching dynamics, we next
analyzed migrating cTKO interneurons for defects in nucleokinesis. Although cTKO interneurons
engaged in nucleokinesis, the kinetics of nucleokinesis were significantly altered compared to
WT interneurons (Fig. 2.5). The average distance cTKO cells traveled forward during
nucleokinesis was significantly shorter compared to that of the WT cells (WT: 15.08±0.28µm;
cTKO: 14.16±0.26µm; p=0.03; Fig. 2.5A-C). However, unlike during acute pharmacological
inhibition of JNK signaling, cTKO interneurons displayed increased rates of nucleokinesis (Fig
5A, B; Movie 2.8). Genetic ablation of JNK signaling in migrating MGE interneurons resulted in
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increased frequency of translocation events (WT: 2.76±0.05 events/hour; cTKO:
3.22±0.11events/hour; p=0.002; Fig. 2.5D). While both WT and cTKO cells paused after the
completion of a nucleokinesis event (after the cell body moves into the swelling), cTKO cells
spent significantly less time pausing before they extended a new swelling (WT: 32.10±0.62min;
cTKO 27.01±1.02min; p=0.0005; Fig. 2.5E). When we measured the duration of time that
cytoplasmic swellings persisted, the swellings in cTKO interneurons were significantly shorterlived (WT: 10.47±0.62 min; cTKO: 7.86±0.19min; p=0.003; Fig 2.5F). These data likely explain
why we did not observe an overall change in migratory speeds between cTKO and WT
interneurons. While cTKO interneurons are not migrating as far during each translocation event
they are initiating nucleokinesis at a faster rate, thus moving at similar speeds compared to
controls.
Collectively, our data indicate that genetic removal of Jnk alters the migratory behavior of MGE
interneurons, reinforcing our pharmacological findings. While the phenotypes observed with
conditional removal of Jnk from migrating interneurons were not identical to pharmacological
inhibition of JNK signaling, the results from our genetic experiments clearly indicate that
interneurons have a cell intrinsic requirement for Jnk in leading process branching dynamics
and nucleokinesis.
Subcellular localization and dynamic behavior of the centrosome and primary cilia in
migrating MGE interneurons depend on intact JNK-signaling
The cytoplasmic swelling emerges from the cell body during nucleokinesis and contains multiple
subcellular organelles involved in the forward movement of cortical interneurons (Bellion et al.,
2005; Martini and Valdeolmillos, 2010; Yanagida et al., 2012). One organelle involved in
nucleokinesis is the centrosome, which translocates from the cell body into the swelling during
nucleokinesis. The centrosome is tethered to the nucleus through a perinuclear cage of
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microtubules and acts to generate a forward pulling force on the nucleus during nucleokinesis
(Bellion et al., 2005; Umeshima et al., 2007). Disruptions in centrosome motility and positioning
are thought to underly nucleokinesis defects seen in other studies of neuronal migration (Solecki
et al., 2009; Luccardini et al., 2013; Luccardini et al., 2015; Silva et al., 2018). Since we found
significant defects in nucleokinesis of MGE interneurons with both pharmacological and genetic
loss of JNK function, we sought to determine if centrosome dynamics were also disrupted
during JNK inhibition.
To visualize the centrosome and study the role of JNK signaling in centrosome dynamics in
migrating MGE interneurons, we live-imaged Dlx5/6-CIE+ cells expressing a red-fluorescent
centrosome marker, Cetn2-mCherry (Fig. 2.6A). In control cells, the centrosome moved
correctly into the cytoplasmic swelling (Fig 2.6B; Movie 2.9, Clip 1), with centrioles occasionally
splitting between the soma and swelling preceding nucleokinesis (Fig. 2.6B, frames 0:00-0:10
minutes), as reported elsewhere (Bellion et al., 2005; Umeshima et al., 2007). Upon JNKinhibition, the centrosome often maintained a position near the soma regardless of the presence
of a swelling (Fig. 2.6C; Movie 2.9, Clip 2-3). Moreover, in many JNK-inhibited cells, the
centrosome moved backwards into the trailing process, even when the cell body translocated
forward (Fig. 2.6C; Movie 2.9, Clip 2-3). When we tracked the positioning of the centrosome
over time, the centrosome of JNK-inhibited cells spent significantly more time in the trailing
process and less time in the leading process (P=0.0001; Fig. 2.6D). Additionally, when a
swelling was formed in front of the soma, the centrosome of JNK-inhibited cells spent
significantly less time inside of the swelling than controls (control: 66.64±5.99%; SP600125:
16.08±5.52% of time; P=0.0001; Fig. 2.6E). When we measured the average maximal distance
that the centrosome was displaced from the somal front, the centrosome of JNK-inhibited
interneurons maintained a significantly closer position to the leading pole of the soma compared
to controls (control: 9.93±0.99µm; SP600125: 6.73±0.88µm; p=0.03; Fig. 2.6F). This was not
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surprising since the soma-to-swelling distance in JNK-inhibited interneurons was decreased
(Fig. 2.3E). However, when we compared the average maximal rearward distance between the
centrosome and somal front, the centrosome of JNK-inhibited interneurons was significantly
further behind that of controls (control: 9.40±0.77µm; SP600125: 19.75±1.94µm; p=1.48x10-5;
Fig. 2.6F).
Since we found defects in centrosome dynamics, we wanted to determine whether primary cilia,
which normally extend from the mother centriole and house receptors important for the guided
migration of cortical interneurons (Baudoin et al., 2012; Higginbotham et al., 2012), were also
perturbed in interneurons following JNK-inhibition. In order to study the localization of cilia in
migrating interneurons, we performed live-cell confocal imaging on Dlx5/6-CIE+ MGE cells
expressing Arl13b-tdTomato, a red-fluorescent cilia marker.
Almost identical to that of our centrosome analyses, we found significant alterations in the
dynamic positioning of primary cilia in migrating MGE interneurons (Fig. 2.7). In control cells, the
primary cilium moved into the cytoplasmic swelling before nuclear translocation (Fig. 2.7A;
Movie 2.10, Clip 1). However, upon JNK inhibition, the cilium was frequently positioned in the
soma and often moved into the trailing process as the cell body translocated forward (Fig. 2.7B;
Movie 2.10, Clip 2-3). Overall, the cilium spent significantly more time in the cell soma and
behind the cell in the trailing process, and significantly less time in the leading process of JNKinhibited cells (P=0.0001; Fig. 2.7C). Additionally, the primary cilia in JNK-inhibited interneurons
failed to spend as much time in formed cytoplasmic swellings as controls (control: 73.73±7.81%
of time; SP600125: 33.85±8.20% of time; P=0.0001; Fig. 2.7D). When we measured the
maximal distance behind the somal front, the cilia of JNK-inhibited interneurons were also
positioned further behind the cell body than controls, matching our centrosome findings (control:
9.71±1.16µm; SP600125: 16.09±-2.10µm; p=0.02; Fig. 2.7E). Despite being mispositioned
during JNK inhibition, the length of Arl13b-tdTomato labeled primary cilia remained unchanged
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over time (control: 2.75±0.12 µm; SP600125: 2.65±0.12 µm; p=0.56; Fig. 2.7F), suggesting that
the formation and maintenance of primary cilia were not interrupted. Taken together, our data
indicate that JNK signaling plays a critical role in the dynamic movement and positioning of the
centrosome and primary cilium in migrating interneurons.
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we demonstrated that migrating MGE interneurons rely on the JNK
signaling pathway to properly undergo leading process branching and nucleokinesis.
Pharmacological inhibition of JNK signaling in an in vitro assay resulted in reduced migratory
speed and displacement with an increase in speed variation of migrating interneurons.
Concomitant with these alterations in migratory properties, JNK-inhibited interneurons displayed
decreased initiation of branches arising from growth cone tips, decreased persistence of
interstitial side branches, as well as shorter, less frequent nucleokinesis events. Even when
comparing interneurons that traveled at the same average speed, we found pronounced
decreases in large nucleokinesis events, maximum migratory speeds, and growth cone
branching of JNK-inhibited interneurons. Importantly, we extended our pharmacological findings
by using a conditional triple knockout (cTKO) mouse line to completely remove Jnk from MGE
interneurons and not the cortical feeder cells on which they were grown. cTKO interneurons
migrating on wild-type feeder cells had decreased migratory displacement without reductions in
overall migratory speed, apparently resulting from migratory trajectories that had more variable
speeds and reduced track straightness compared to controls. cTKO interneurons displayed
decreased growth cone branching and interstitial side branch duration, as well as shorter, more
frequent nucleokinesis events. Therefore, our results indicate that MGE interneurons have a
cell-intrinsic requirement for JNK in the coordination of leading process branching and
nucleokinesis. Finally, we found a novel role of JNK signaling in regulating the dynamic
positioning of two organelles involved in nucleokinesis: the centrosome and primary cilium.
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Centrosomes and primary cilia failed to properly translocate into a leading process swelling and
spent significantly more time mislocalized to the trailing process of JNK-inhibited interneurons.
In summary, we find that loss of JNK signaling impairs cellular and subcellular kinetics of MGE
interneuron migration.
Cytoskeletal regulation during leading process branching and nucleokinesis of migrating
interneurons
Leading process branching and nucleokinesis—the two main features of guided interneuron
migration—rely on the coordination of actomyosin and microtubule-based cytoskeletal networks.
Leading process branches initially form through membrane protrusions containing a F-actin
meshwork, which are then stabilized by microtubules to allow for the emergence of the nascent
branch (Martini et al., 2009; Spillane et al., 2011; Lysko et al., 2014; Peyre et al., 2015).
Nucleokinesis is thought to be mediated through the combination of the forward pulling forces
from microtubules at the front of the cell and pushing forces from actomyosin contraction at the
rear (Bellion et al., 2005; Martini et al., 2009; Martini and Valdeolmillos, 2010). While
mechanisms underlying these processes are still under investigation, molecular mediators of
microtubule and actin dynamics in migrating interneurons have begun to emerge. Interestingly,
disruptions to these cytoskeletal regulators result in migratory deficits that are reminiscent of
those seen following the loss of JNK function.
For instance, p27kip1, a microtubule associated protein, coordinates both actomyosin contraction
and microtubule organization to control leading process branching and nucleokinesis in
migrating interneurons (Godin et al., 2012). Conditional deletion of p27kip1 from post-mitotic
interneurons resulted in slower migratory speed, increased frequency of nucleokinesis, and
shorter distance of translocations. Similarly, cTKO interneurons had shorter translocation
distances and increased rates of nucleokinesis. In addition, p27kip1 knockout interneurons
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displayed shorter-lived side branches, similar to our findings with both pharmacological and
genetic loss of JNK. JNK signaling was reported to regulate p27kip1 phosphorylation during
cancer cell migration (Kim et al., 2012), suggesting a possible link between JNK signaling and
this molecular mediator of cellular migration.
Another important regulator of nucleokinesis and leading process branching is the microtubule
associated protein Doublecortin (Dcx; Kappeler et al., 2006; Friocourt et al., 2007), which is a
downstream target of JNK signaling in neurons (Gdalyahu et al., 2004; Jin et al., 2010). Cortical
interneurons lacking Dcx show a decreased duration of interstitial side branches, and
significantly shorter nuclear translocation distances with no overall changes in migratory speed
(Kappeler et al., 2006), similar to what we found in cTKO interneurons. Thus, it is possible that
JNK signaling fine-tunes leading process branching and nucleokinesis in cortical interneurons
by phosphorylating Dcx.
Recently, the role of the Elongator complex, specifically the enzymatic core Elp3, was found to
control both leading process branching and nucleokinesis through the regulation of actomyosin
activity (Tielens et al., 2016). MGE interneurons devoid of Elp3 displayed nucleokinesis and
leading process branching defects strikingly similar to our pharmacological results, including
decreased migratory speed, translocation frequency, nucleokinesis amplitude, and frequency of
growth cone splitting (Tielens et al., 2016). Moreover, the Elongator complex was found to
potentiate JNK activity during cellular stress in HeLa and HEK293 cells (Holmberg et al., 2002;
Kojic and Wainwright, 2016). This suggests that the Elongator complex may potentiate the
activity of JNK to phosphorylate effector proteins required for proper migration of interneurons.
Despite the possible connections, it is currently unknown whether JNK signaling is linked to the
function of cytoskeletal regulators in migrating cortical interneurons. Future studies will be
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required to unravel the exact molecular mechanisms underlying how JNK coordinates leading
process branching and nucleokinesis during cortical interneuron migration.
Position and function of the centrosome and primary cilium during cortical interneuron
migration
During the migration cycle of cortical interneurons, a cytoplasmic swelling containing two
interconnected organelles, the centrosome and primary cilium, extends ahead of the soma into
the leading process (Bellion et al., 2005; Tsai and Gleeson, 2005). Disruptions to the
movement, positioning, or function of these organelles have been found in neurons with
migratory deficits (Baudoin et al., 2012; Higginbotham et al., 2012; Luccardini et al., 2013; Guo
et al., 2015; Nakamuta et al., 2017; Matsumoto et al., 2019), suggesting centrosomes and cilia
play essential roles in neuronal migration.
Migratory olfactory bulb interneurons require DOCK7, a member of the DOCK180 family of
atypical Rac/Cdc42 guanine nucleotide exchange factors, for migration (Nakamuta et al., 2017).
Knockdown of DOCK7 led to unstable movement of the centrosome from the swelling back into
the cell body (Nakamuta et al., 2017), which was attributed to slower migration of olfactory bulb
interneurons devoid of DOCK7. We observed similar migratory deficits and disrupted
centrosome positioning in MGE interneurons treated with JNK inhibitor. Interestingly,
knockdown of DOCK7 was previously shown to reduce JNK phosphorylation during Schwann
cell development and migration (Yamauchi et al., 2008; Yamauchi et al., 2011).
Furthermore, inactivation of the cell adhesion molecule N-cadherin from MGE interneurons
leads to mislocalization of the centrosome to the rear of the cell body (Luccardini et al., 2013).
JNK-inhibition not only impeded the forward progression of centrosomes into the swelling, but
also led to their unobstructed movement into the trailing process. Interestingly, JNK-inhibition
has been reported to decrease N-cadherin levels and cellular migration of myofibroblasts (De
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Wever et al., 2004), which suggests a potential role for JNK signaling in the regulation of Ncadherin during migration. While mechanisms that control the positioning of the centrosome in
migrating neurons remain to be explored, JNK signaling may help synchronize the activity of cell
adhesion molecules, cytoskeletal proteins, and cytoplasmic machinery that are critically involved
in centrosome motility.
Finally, disruptions to ciliary proteins including Arl13b, Kif3a, and IFT88 or to the sonic
hedgehog (Shh) signal transduction pathway all result in cortical interneuron migratory deficits
(Baudoin et al., 2012; Higginbotham et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2017). Conditional deletion of
Arl13b disrupts the formation of the primary cilium from the centrosome and the
localization/transport of key receptors known to be critical for interneuron migration, including CX-C motif chemokine receptor 4 (Cxcr4), neuregulin-1 receptor (ErbB4), and the Serotonin
Receptor 6 (5-Htr6) (Riccio et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Higginbotham et al., 2012).
Dominant negative knockdown of Kif3a, a molecular motor required for cilium-specific Shh
signal transduction, results in rearward movement of the centrosome of migrating olfactory bulb
interneurons (Matsumoto et al., 2019), suggesting that functional primary cilia are necessary for
the proper localization of the centrosome-cilium complex. Interestingly, the protein kinase A
(PKA) signaling pathway appears to the regulate nucleokinesis through the centrosome-cilia
complex of migratory olfactory bulb interneurons, since removal of cyclic AMP production from
the primary cilium or delocalization of PKA from the centrosome resulted in disrupted
nucleokinesis and centrosome movement (Stoufflet et al., 2019). Thus, cortical interneurons
may require the function of signal transduction machinery inside the primary cilium for the
centrosome-cilium complex to localize correctly, and to sense and respond to environmental
guidance cues that promote directed migration of interneurons. Additionally, cortical
interneurons lacking Arl13b exhibited leading process branching defects, suggesting that the
primary cilium may have cytoskeletal functions along with its role in transducing guidance
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signals (Higginbotham et al., 2012). While JNK signaling does not appear to be necessary for
the formation or stabilization of the primary cilium, it does control the dynamic subcellular
position of the centrosome-ciliary complex during MGE interneuron migration. Future studies
are needed to determine whether loss of JNK signaling impairs the localization of centrosome
and cilia by disrupting ciliary signaling, and whether mislocalized cilia can compromise the
guided migration of cortical interneurons in vivo.
Cellular influences of JNK signaling during cortical interneuron migration
In previously published work from ex vivo slice cultures, pharmacological inhibition of JNK
signaling led to slowed migration and shorter migratory displacement, while genetic loss of Jnk
from interneurons did not change migratory speed, but led to shorter displacement distances
(Myers et al., 2020). Here, we confirmed the requirement for JNK in interneuron migration using
an in vitro co-culture assay and extended these observations to include a detailed assessment
of the individual cellular and subcellular mechanics of leading process branching and
nucleokinesis. Loss of JNK function disrupted leading process branching and nucleokinesis of
MGE interneurons and led to significant alterations of their migratory properties. The
requirement of JNK in interneuron migration could be multifactorial, however, and regulate
interneuron migration through intrinsic mechanisms, extrinsic mechanisms, or both. Since
SP600125 treatment inhibits JNK function in all cells of the MGE explant cortical cell co-culture
assay, we cannot exclude the possibility that JNK inhibition disrupts cell-cell interactions
between interneurons and the cortical feeder cells on which they are grown. To determine
whether migrating MGE interneurons have a cell-autonomous requirement for JNK signaling, we
genetically removed Jnk from interneurons and cultured them on WT cortical cells. Although we
found migratory deficits in cTKO interneurons that were indicative of an intrinsic function for
JNK, the deficits we uncovered were distinct from pharmacological experiments, suggesting that
there may be additive effects when JNK is simultaneously removed from both populations of
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cells. Both pharmacological inhibition and genetic removal of Jnk resulted in consistent leading
process branching phenotypes with decreased growth cone splitting and short-lived interstitial
side branches. When we analyzed nucleokinesis, however, the kinetics of movement were
opposite: JNK-inhibited cells completed nucleokinesis at slower rates, whereas cTKO cells
completed at faster rates. These data imply that cortical interneuron migration is dependent on
both intrinsic and extrinsic requirements for JNK signaling. Indeed, regulation of leading process
branching in cortical interneurons may be dominated by an intrinsic function of JNK signaling,
since the exclusive genetic loss of JNK from interneurons matches the combined
pharmacological loss of JNK from both interneurons and cortical cells. Meanwhile, JNK
signaling may influence nucleokinesis through both cell-intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms,
which could explain departures in the rates of nucleokinesis between JNK-inhibited and cTKO
interneurons. While the exact mechanisms that cortical interneurons use to navigate their
environment remain to be fully elucidated, we have found that JNK signaling exerts fine-tune
control over cell biological processes required for proper interneuron migration.
Conclusions
Using a combination of pharmacological and genetic approaches, we found a novel requirement
for JNK signaling in MGE interneuron leading process branching and nucleokinesis. Our
findings are also the first to implicate the JNK signaling pathway as a key intracellular regulator
of the dynamic positioning of multiple subcellular organelles involved in interneuron migration.
The exact molecular mechanisms controlling JNK signaling in interneuron migration remain to
be determined. Therefore, identifying the upstream activators and downstream targets of JNK
signaling will provide further insight into the role of JNK signaling in cortical development and
disease.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Animals were housed and cared for by the Office of Laboratory Animal Resources at West
Virginia University. Timed-pregnant dams (day of vaginal plug = embryonic day 0.5) were
euthanized by rapid cervical dislocation at embryonic day 14.5 (E14.5) and mouse embryos
were immediately harvested for tissue culture. CF-1 (Charles River; Wilmington, MA, US) or
C57BL/6J dams (Stock # 000664; The Jackson Laboratory; Bar Harbour, ME, USA) were
crossed to hemizygous Dlx5/6-Cre-IRES-EGFP (Dlx5/6-CIE; Stenman et al., 2003) males
maintained on a C57BL/6J background to achieve timed pregnancies at E14.5. To generate
JNK triple knockout embryos at E14.5, Jnk1fl/fl; Jnk2−/−; Jnk3−/− dams were crossed to Dlx5/6CIE; Jnk1fl/+; Jnk2−/−; Jnk3+/- males maintained on a C57BL/6J background. All animal
procedures were performed in accordance to protocols approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee at West Virginia University.
MGE explant cortical cell co-culture
8-well chamber coverslip slides (Thermo Fisher 155411) were coated with a solution of poly-Llysine (Sigma P5899) and laminin (Sigma L2020) diluted in sterile water (Polleux and Ghosh,
2002), incubated overnight at 37oC with 5% CO2, and rinsed with sterile water prior to cell
plating. E14.5 Dlx5/6-CIE+ and Dlx5/6-CIE- embryos were sorted by GFP fluorescence and
dissected in ice-cold complete Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (cHBSS; Tucker et al., 2006).
Cortices were dissected from the negative brains and pooled together for dissociation (Polleux
and Ghosh, 2002). After dissociation, 250µL of cell suspension diluted to 1680cells/µL was
added to each well and allowed to settle for 2 hours. MGE explants were dissected from GFP+
brains and plated on top of cortical cells. Cultures were grown for 24 hours before treatments
and live imaging. Two E14.5 timed-pregnant dams were used for each genetic experiment.
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Dlx5/6-CIE+ and Dlx5/6-CIE- embryos were obtained from a Dlx5/6-Cre-IRES-EGFP x
C57BL/6J cross, while cTKO embryos were obtained by crossing a Dlx5/6-CIE; Jnk1fl/+;
Jnk2−/−; Jnk3+/- male to a Jnk1fl/fl; Jnk2−/−; Jnk3−/− dam. MGE explants from Dlx5/6-CIE+ WT and
cTKO embryos were dissected and plated into separate wells containing a monolayer of Dlx5/6CIE- WT cortical cells. Cultures were grown 24 hours prior to live imaging.
Electroporations
Intact ventral forebrains were microdissected from Dlx5/6-CIE+ embryos and placed on thin
slices of 3% low-melting point agarose (Fisher BP165-25) in cHBSS. Agar slices containing
ventral forebrain tissue were placed onto a positive genepaddles electrode (5x7mm; Harvard
Apparatus Inc #45-0123; Holliston, MA, USA) from a BTX ECM 830 squarewave electroporation
system under a stereo microscope. Endotoxin-free plasmid DNA (1-3 mg/ml) for Cetn2-mCherry
and Arl13b-tdTomato (gift from Dr. Eva Anton) was injected into the MGE with a picospritzer
(6ms/spritz; General Valve Picospritzer II), a negative genepaddles electrode (5x7mm; Harvard
Apparatus Inc #45-0123) containing a droplet of cHBSS was lowered to the tissue, and
electroporated (5 x 60mV/5ms pulse length/200ms interval pulses). Electroporated MGE
explants were then dissected, plated as above, and grown for 48 hours before imaging.
Live Imaging Experiments
Cultures were treated with pre-warmed 37oC serum-free media containing a 1:1000 dilution of
DMSO for vehicle control or 20 µM SP600125 pan-JNK inhibitor (Enzo Life Sciences BMLEI305-0010; Farmingdale, NY, USA) and immediately transferred to a Zeiss 710 Confocal
Microscope with stable environmental controls maintained at 37oC with 5% humidified CO2.
Multi-position time-lapse z-series were acquired at 10-minute intervals over a 12-hour period
with a 20X Plan-Apo objective (Zeiss; Oberkochen, Germany) for overall migration analysis,
nucleokinesis distance, and swelling distance measurements. For measurements requiring
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higher temporal and spatial resolution, such as swelling duration, branch dynamics, and
visualization of subcellular structures in electroporated cells, cultures were imaged using multiposition time-lapse z-series at 2-2.5 minute intervals over a 4-10 hour period with a 40X Capochromat 1.2W M27 objective (Zeiss; Oberkochen, Germany).
Live Imaging Analyses
4D live imaging movies were analyzed using Imaris 9.5.1 (Bitplane; Zürich, Switzerland)
software. Movies collected at 20X were evaluated in the first 12 h of each recording. Individual
interneurons were manually tracked by placing a “spot” in the center of the cell body in each
frame of the movie for a minimum of 4 h. Tracks were discontinued if a cell remained stationary
for 60 contiguous minutes, or if the tracked cell could no longer be unambiguously identified. All
tracks from each movie were averaged together for dynamic analyses, which included migratory
speed, distance, displacement, and track straightness. Displacement was normalized to the
minimum track length of 4 h to account for differences in the total times of tracked cells. For
pharmacology data, a minimum of 10 cells were tracked from n = 11 movies (127
cells/condition) obtained over 4 experimental days. Genetic data were acquired from a minimum
of 10 cells measured from n=13 control movies (5 WT embryos, 130 cells) and n=12 conditional
triple knockout (cTKO) movies (5 cTKO embryos, 120 cTKO cells), each obtained over 4
experimental days.
The distance of each nucleokinesis event was measured from the front of the cell body before
and after translocation. For swelling analyses, a swelling was defined as a cytoplasmic dilation
in the leading process. Swelling distance was measured from the front of the cell body to the
most distal portion of the swelling. For pharmacological data, 50 cells were measured from n=10
movies obtained over 4 experimental days in each condition. For genetic data, nucleokinesis
distance measurements included 50 cells sampled from n=10 movies obtained over 4
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experimental days (5 cTKO embryos, 5 WT embryos). Pharmacological swelling duration data
were obtained from 43 control cells measured from n=10 control movies, and 53 treated cells
from n=6 SP600125 movies collected over 4 experimental days. Genetic swelling duration was
obtained from 37 WT cells from n=6 WT movies with 5 WT embryos, and 38 cTKO cells from
n=6 cTKO movies obtained over 4 experimental days with 4 cTKO embryos.
For branching analyses, a growth cone split was defined as a bifurcation emerging from the tip
of the leading process. An interstitial side branch was defined as a branch arising from the
leading process that did not originate from the growth cone. Interneurons had to remain in frame
and distinguishable from surrounding cells for a minimum of 3 hours to be included in branching
analyses. Interstitial side branches had to form de novo, persist for a minimum of 10 minutes,
and the branch could not become the new leading process. In pharmacological experiments,
frequency data for interstitial side branch formation were obtained by measuring n=19 control
cells from 8 movies and n=19 SP600125 cells from 10 movies recorded over 5 experimental
days. Data for interstitial side branch duration were obtained from n=52 branches from 14
control cells and n=52 branches from 18 SP600125 cells measured from 10 movies/condition
collected over 5 experimental days. Data for growth cone splitting were obtained from n=19
control cells from 8 movies and n=19 SP600125 cells from 10 movies collected over 5
experimental days. In genetic experiments, data for interstitial side branch frequency were
obtained by measuring n=11 cells from 6 movies/condition collected over 4 experimental days.
Data for side branch duration were obtained from n=34 branches in 10 WT cells and n=28
branches in 10 cTKO cells recorded from 6 movies/condition collected over 4 experimental
days. The frequency of growth cone splitting in genetic experiments were obtained from n=11
cells in 6 movies/genotype collected over 4 experimental days.
For electroporation experiments, centrosome and ciliary localization and distance from the front
of the cell body were manually tracked and recorded using Imaris software. For centrosome
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measurements, n=20 cells were analyzed from 11 movies in each condition obtained over 5
experimental days. For primary cilia measurements, n=20 cells were analyzed from 15 movies
in each condition obtained over 6 experimental days. Two-way Anova followed by Fisher’s LSD
post-hoc analyses were performed to determine statistical differences for organelle localization
(Prism Version 8 using GraphPad Software; San Diego, CA, USA). Statistical significances were
determined by χ2 test for the presence of organelles to a formed swelling over time (Prism
Version 8 using GraphPad Software; San Diego, CA, USA). Two-tailed unpaired Student's t
tests were used to determine statistical differences between groups for distance measurements.
Length of primary cilia were measured in Imaris based on Arl13b-tdTomato expression. Any cilia
that extended outside of the Z-stack were excluded from analyses. Data represent the average
ciliary length measured over time per cell. A total of n=17 control and n=15 SP600125 cells
collected over 13 movies and 6 experimental days were analyzed. Statistical differences
between ciliary length measurements were determined by two-tailed unpaired Student's t tests.
Confocal micrographs were uniformly adjusted for levels, brightness, and contrast in Imaris for
movie preparation, and Adobe Photoshop for figure images.
Statistics
Data were analyzed and graphs were produced using Prism Version 8 (GraphPad Software) or
estimation coding software (Ho et al., 2019). For estimation statistics, data are presented as
Gardner-Altman estimation plots. A total of 5000 bootstrap samples were taken, and the 95%
confidence interval is bias-corrected. For graphs not containing estimation statistics, data are
presented in scatter plots with solid lines corresponding to the mean ± standard error of the
mean as indicated in figures and results text. Statistical details can be found in Table 2.1.
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FIGURES

Figure 2.1. JNK signaling regulates the dynamic migratory properties of MGE
interneurons. A. Schematic diagram of MGE explant cortical cell co-culture assay with
pharmacological inhibition of JNK signaling. B-C. Individual cell tracks (pseudo-colored by time)
from four interneurons in control (B) or 20µM SP600125 (C) treated cultures imaged live for 12
hours. D-G. Quantification of interneuron migratory properties revealed significant disruptions in
migration speed (D), speed variation (E), and displacement (F), but not straightness (G) during
JNK inhibition. For each condition, a minimum of 10 cells were tracked from n = 11 movies (127
cells/condition) obtained over 4 experimental days. Data are presented as Gardner-Altman
estimation plots. The values of both groups are plotted on the left axes with the mean difference
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between groups plotted on the right axes as a bootstrap resampling distribution. The mean
difference is depicted as a large black dot with the 95% confidence interval indicated by the
ends of the vertical error bar. ****p<0.0001, ***p<0.001, Student’s t-test. Time in hours. Scale
bar: 50 µm. In addition, a subset of MGE interneurons in control and JNK inhibited conditions
were analyzed to determine whether JNK signaling influenced migratory properties of cells
traveling at the same average speed (Extended Data Figure 1-1).
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Figure 2.2. Migrating MGE interneurons require intact JNK signaling for proper leading
process branching. A-B. Time series depicting growth cone (GC) splitting from control (A) or
JNK-inhibited (B) MGE interneurons. Closed arrowhead = GC , open arrowhead = new GC
branch. C. Quantification of leading process length. n=10 cells were measured from 8
movies/condition obtained over 4 experimental days. D. Quantification of GC splitting frequency.
n=19 control cells from 8 movies and n=19 SP600125 cells from 10 movies were measured. EF. Interstitial side branching from control (E) or JNK-inhibited (F) interneurons. Closed
arrowhead = new side branch. G. Quantification of interstitial side branch frequency of control
and SP600125 treated interneurons. n=19 control cells from 8 movies; n=19 SP600125 cells
from 10 movies. H. Quantification of interstitial side branch duration in control and JNK-inhibited
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conditions. n=52 branches from 14 control cells and 18 SP600125 cells were measured from 10
movies/condition. All branching data were from movies obtained over 5 experimental days. Data
are presented as Gardner-Altman estimation plots. *p<0.05, Student’s t-test. Time in minutes.
Scale bar: 15 µm.
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Figure 2.3. Pharmacological inhibition of JNK signaling impairs nucleokinesis in
migrating MGE interneurons. A-B. Time series of a control (A) and SP600125-treated (B)
interneuron undergoing a single cycle of nucleokinesis. Closed arrowhead = leading process
swelling, n = nucleus. C-E. Cortical interneurons treated with JNK inhibitor have significantly
shorter somal translocation distances (C), decreased frequency of nucleokinesis (D), and
increased pause duration (E) compared to controls. C. Cartoon showing how the distance (d)
that an interneuron cell body translocates over time was measured. In each condition, 50 cells
were measured from n=10 movies obtained over 4 experimental days. F. Cartoon showing how
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the distance (d) that a swelling extends from a cell body was measured. JNK-inhibited cells
display significantly decreased distance of swelling extension. G. Swelling duration is
significantly increased in JNK-inhibited interneurons. 43 control cells were measured from n=10
control movies and 53 treated cells were measured from n=6 SP600125 (SP) movies, each
obtained over 4 experimental days. H. Histogram showing nuclear translocation over time for a
single cell in each condition. Distance traveled between two points is plotted and every
movement above 5 µm (grey dashed line) is considered to be a nucleokinesis event. Data in CG are presented as Gardner-Altman estimation plots. ****p<0.0001, ***p<0.001, **p<0.01,
Student’s t-test. Time in minutes. Scale bar: 15 µm.
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Figure 2.4. Genetic removal of JNK signaling impairs migratory properties and leading
process dynamics of MGE interneurons. A. Diagram of MGE explant assay with Dlx5/6-CIE+
wild-type (WT) or JNK conditional triple knockout (cTKO) explants cultured on WT cortical
feeder-cells. B-C. Four individual cell tracks (pseudo-colored by time) from WT or cTKO
interneurons imaged live for 12 hours. D-G. Quantification of migratory properties reveals no
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alterations in migratory speed (D), but significant disruptions to speed variation (E),
displacement (F), and straightness (G) between control and cTKO interneurons. 120 WT cells
were measured from n=13 control movies and 130 cTKO cells were measured from n=12 cTKO
movies, each obtained over 4 experimental days. H-I. cTKO interneurons have significantly
decreased growth cone split frequency (H) without changes in interstitial side branch frequency
(I). n=11 cells measured from 6 movies/condition collected over 4 experimental days. J. Side
branches from cTKO interneurons are significantly shorter-lived than controls. n=34 branches
were measured from 10 WT cells and n=28 branches were measured from 10 cTKO cells
recorded from 6 movies/condition obtained over 4 experimental days. Data are presented as
Gardner-Altman estimation plots. *p<0.05, Student’s t-test. Time in hours. Scale bar: 50 µm.
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Figure 2.5. Genetic removal of Jnk disrupts nucleokinesis in migrating MGE
interneurons. A. WT cortical interneuron undergoing a single nucleokinesis event. B. cTKO
cortical interneuron completing two nucleokinesis events over the same interval of time. Closed
arrowhead = leading process swelling, n = nucleus. C-E. cTKO interneurons have significantly
decreased translocation distance (C), increased translocation frequency (D), and decreased
pause duration (E) compared to WT interneurons. In each condition, 50 cells were measured
from n=10 movies obtained over 4 experimental days. F. cTKO interneurons have decreased
swelling duration compared to WT interneurons. 37 WT cells were measured from n=6 WT
movies and 38 cTKO cells were measured from n=6 cTKO movies, each obtained over 4
experimental days. Data are presented as Gardner-Altman estimation plots. ***p<0.001,
**p<0.01, *p<0.05, Student’s t-test. Time in minutes. Scale bar: 15 µm.
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Figure 2.6. Centrosomes are mislocalized in MGE interneurons during JNK inhibition. A.
Diagram depicting ex vivo electroporation of MGE tissue and subsequent culture of MGE
explants on cortical feeder cells. B. An interneuron expressing a fluorescently tagged
centrosome protein (Centrin2; Cetn2-mCherry) shows translocation of the centrosome into the
cytoplasmic swelling prior to nucleokinesis in control conditions. C. A Cetn2-mCherry
expressing interneuron treated with SP600125 shows aberrant rearward movement of the
centrosome into the trailing process. Arrowhead = Cetn2-mCherry. D. Scatter plot of
centrosome distribution over time (Centrosome: Two-way ANOVA: F(2,114) = 13.82; P<0.0001;
P<0.0001). Error bars represent mean±standard error of the mean (s.e.m.), post-hoc by Fisher’s
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LSD ***p<0.001,**p<0.01, *p<0.05. E. Scatter plot depicting centrosome occupancy of a formed
swelling over time (χ2 test; ****P<0.0001). Error bars represent mean±s.e.m. F. Average
maximum distance the centrosome traveled from the soma front (Student’s t-test; ****p<0.0001,
***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05). In each condition, n=20 cells were measured from 11 movies
obtained over 5 experimental days. Data in F are presented as Gardner-Altman estimation
plots. Time in minutes. Scale bar: 7.5µm.
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Figure 2.7. Primary cilium localization in MGE interneurons is disrupted during JNK
inhibition. A. An interneuron expressing a fluorescently tagged primary ciliary marker (Arl13btdTomato) shows translocation of the primary cilium into the cytoplasmic swelling prior to
nucleokinesis in control conditions. B. An interneuron expressing Arl13b-tdTomato shows
aberrant rearward movement of the primary cilium into the trailing process when treated with
SP600125. Arrowhead = Arl13b-tdTomato. C. Scatter plot of primary cilium distribution over
time (Two-way ANOVA: F(2,114) = 12.13; P<0.0001). Error bars represent mean±s.e.m., post-hoc
by Fisher’s LSD ***p<0.001,**p<0.01, *p<0.05. D. Scatter plot depicting primary cilium
occupancy of a formed swelling over time (χ2 test; ****P<0.0001). E. Average maximum
distance the primary cilium traveled from the soma front (Student’s t-test; **p<0.01). In each
condition, n=20 cells were measured from 15 movies obtained over 6 experimental days. F.
Average ciliary length measured over time. In each condition, n=17 control and n=15 SP600125
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(SP) cells were measured over 13 movies and 6 experimental days. Data in E and F are
presented as Gardner-Altman estimation plots. Student’s t-test; ****p<0.0001, ***p<0.001,
**p<0.01, *p<0.05. Time in minutes. Scale bar: 7.5 µm.
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Extended Data Figure 2.1-1. JNK inhibition results in migratory deficits of cortical
interneurons regardless of average migratory speed. A. Average migratory speed of
individual interneurons in control and JNK inhibited conditions. Red dashed lines highlight cells
migrating at the same average speed (35-40 µm/hr). Data are individual data points with 5000
bootstrap sampling distribution with the mean difference between control and SP600125-treated
conditions on the right y-axis. In each condition, n=127 cells from 11 movies obtained over 4
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experimental days. Quantification of migratory properties in interneurons migrating at 35-40
µm/hr revealed significant disruptions in maximum migration speed (B), and speed variation (C),
but not displacement (D) or straightness (E) during JNK inhibition. A total of n=13 control cells
and n=14 SP600125-treated cells collected from 6-7 movies over 4 experimental days were
within the 35-40 µm/hr average speed. F-L. Quantification of nucleokinesis dynamics in control
and JNK-inhibition interneurons traveling at the same average migratory speed. Cortical
interneurons treated with 20µM SP600125 have significantly shorter average swelling distances
(F), smaller average translocation distances (G), no change in short translocation distances (H),
and a significant reduction in large translocation distances (I) compared to controls. SP600125
had no effect on average nucleokinesis frequency (J), pause duration (K), or large translocation
distance frequency (L) when compared to controls. M-O. Quantification of leading process
branching dynamics in control and JNK-inhibited interneurons traveling at the same average
migratory speed. Interneurons treated with SP600125 have significantly reduced growth cone
split frequencies (M), with no disruptions in side branch frequency (N) or duration (O). In each
condition, n=5 cells were analyzed from 5 movies collected over 4 experimental days with n=13
control and n=14 SP600125 (SP) side branches. Data are presented as Gardner-Altman
estimation plots. (Student’s t-test; ****p<0.0001, ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05).
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Table 1. Summary of Statistical Analyses. All statistical measurements performed in the
study, organized by figure panel. The type of measurement, data structure, type of test, group
comparison, and statistical values are included for each analysis. Estimation statistics are
provided, where applicable. SP = SP600125.

Estimation Statistics

Figure

Fig. 1D
Fig. 1D
Fig. 1D
Fig. 1E
Fig. 1F
Fig. 1G
Fig. 2C
Fig. 2C
Fig. 2C
Fig. 2D
Fig. 2G
Fig. 2H
Fig. 3C
Fig. 3D
Fig. 3E
Fig. 3F
Fig. 3G
Fig. 4D
Fig. 4D
Fig. 4D
Fig. 4E
Fig. 4F
Fig. 4G
Fig. 4H

Measurement
Maximum migration
speed
Mean migration
speed
Minimum migration
speed

Data
Structure
Normal
Normal
Normal

Speed variation

Normal

Displacement

Normal

Straightness

Normal

Maximum leading
process length
Mean leading
process length
Minimum leading
process length
Frequency of
growth cone splits
Frequency of side
branches
Side branch
duration
Nucleokinesis
distance
Nucleokinesis
frequency

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

Pause duration

Normal

Soma-swelling
distance

Normal

Swelling duration

Normal

Maximum migration
speed
Mean migration
speed
Minimum migration
speed

Normal
Normal
Normal

Speed variation

Normal

Displacement

Normal

Straightness

Normal

Frequency of
growth cone splits

Normal

Type of
Test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test

Comparison
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
Control vs
SP
WT vs cTKO
WT vs cTKO
WT vs cTKO
WT vs cTKO
WT vs cTKO
WT vs cTKO
WT vs cTKO
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Statistical
Value
p=1.68E-10;
t(20)=11.86
p=1.68E-09;
t(20)=10.38
p=0.0000717;
t(20)=4.98
p=0.000188;
t(20)=-4.56
p=4.73E-07;
t(20) =7.29
p=0.451;
t(20)=0.769
p=0.977;
t(18)=-0.0294
p=0.947;
t(18)=0.0668
p=0.911;
t(18)=-0.112
p=0.0169;
t(34)=2.51
p=0.900;
t(34)=0.126
p=0.016;
t(102)=2.46
p=2.36E-10;
t(18)=12.58
p=1.92E-08;
t(18)=8.96
p=1.45E-07;
t(18)=-7.89
p=0.001698;
t(18)=3.68
p=0.00047;
t(14)=-4.53
p=0.981;
t(23)=0.0236
p=0.105;
t(23)=1.69
p=0.260;
t(23)=1.16
p=0.022;
t(23)=-2.46
p=0.048;
t(23)=2.09
p=0.027;
t(23)=2.37
p=0.0454;
t(20)=2.13

Two-Sided
Permutation
t test Value

Mean Difference
With 95%
Confidence
Interval

0.0

-54.2 [-63.1, -46.0]

0.0

-28.1 [-33.8, -23.6]

0.0

-4.68 [-6.76, -3.08]
0.136 [0.0827,
0.196]
-81.2 [-1.06e+02,
-63.6]
-0.0282 [-0.0955,
0.03]

0.0002
0.0
0.389
0.975
0.947
0.917

0.177 [-10.7, 11.7]
-0.257 [-6.85,
7.48]

0.897

0.413 [-6.12, 7.32]
-0.681 [-1.13, 0.121]
0.0347 [-0.479,
0.499]

0.0124

-7.58 [-14.2, -2.12]

0.0

-6.36 [-7.3, -5.42]
-0.765 [-0.912, 0.598]

0.0146

0.0
0.0
0.0022

9.5 [7.44, 11.8]
-1.79 [-2.64, 0.824]

0.0014

7.04 [4.33, 9.76]

0.982

-0.117 [-9.81, 9.2]

0.11

-5.59 [-12.0, 0.867]

0.256

-1.24 [-3.27, 0.771]
0.057 [0.0166,
0.107]
-29.1 [-54.8, 0.875]
-0.0651 [-0.118,
-0.0133]
-0.618 [-1.29, 0.183]

0.0208
0.0492
0.0284
0.0318

Fig. 4I
Fig. 4J
Fig. 5C
Fig. 5D
Fig. 5E
Fig. 5F

Fig. 6D

Frequency of side
branches
Side branch
duration
Nucleokinesis
distance
Nucleokinesis
frequency
Pause duration

Normal

Swelling duration

Normal

Centrosome
localization

Normal

Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Unpaired
t test
Two-way
anova
(Post
hoc
Fisher's
exact)

Normal

chi
square
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MOVIES

Movie 2.1. Live imaging of MGE interneurons under control conditions. Movie Clip 1. E14.5
Dlx5/6-CIE MGE explant cortical cell co-culture imaged live for 12 hours in control conditions.
Interneurons robustly migrate from the margin of the MGE explant to fill the field of view. Movie
Clip 2. Three MGE interneurons tracked for the duration of the recording.
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Movie 2.2. Live imaging of MGE interneurons under 20μM SP600125 conditions. Movie Clip
1. E14.5 Dlx5/6-CIE MGE explant cortical cell co-culture imaged for 12 hours in SP600125
conditions. Interneurons slowly migrate from the margin of the explant, sparsely populating the
field of view. Movie Clip 2. Three MGE interneurons tracked for the duration of the recording.
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Movie 2.3. Leading process branching dynamics of MGE interneurons under control
conditions. Movie Clip 1. Interneuron undergoing growth cone splitting over the course of an
hour in control conditions. First growth cone split is marked with an open arrowhead. Movie
Clip2. MGE interneuron extending an interstitial side branch (open arrowhead) over the course
of an hour. Only side branches persisting for 10 min were measured (see methods).
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Movie 2.4. Leading process branching dynamics of MGE interneurons under 20μM
SP600125 conditions. Movie Clip 1. SP600125-treated interneuron undergoing one growth
cone splitting event (marked by open arrowhead) over the course of an hour. Movie Clip 2.
SP600125-treated interneuron extending a short-lived interstitial side branch (open arrowhead)
over the course of an hour.
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Movie 2.5. Nucleokinesis of MGE interneurons in control and JNK-inhibited conditions.
Movie Clip 1. Interneuron undergoing multiple nucleokinesis events in control conditions. Movie
Clip 2. SP600125-treated interneuron engaging in nucleokinesis at a slower rate than control.
Open arrowheads mark translocating cell body in both clips.
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Movie 2.6. Leading process branching dynamics of WT MGE interneurons. Movie Clip 1.
WT interneuron undergoing multiple growth cone splitting events (open arrowhead) over the
course of an hour. Movie Clip 2. WT interneuron extending an interstitial side branch (open
arrowhead) over the course of an hour.
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Movie 2.7. Leading process branching dynamics of conditional triple knockout (cTKO)
MGE interneurons. Movie Clip 1. cTKO interneuron undergoing fewer growth cone splits (open
arrowhead) over the course of an hour compared to control. Movie Clip 2. cTKO interneuron
extending a short-lived interstitial side branch (open arrowhead) over the course of an hour.
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Movie 2.8. Nucleokinesis in WT and cTKO MGE interneurons. Movie Clip 1. WT interneuron
undergoing nucleokinesis. Movie Clip 2. cTKO interneuron engaging in nucleokinesis at a higher
rate than control. Open arrowheads mark translocating cell body in both clips.
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Movie 2.9. Centrosome dynamics in MGE interneurons under control and SP600125-treated
conditions. Movie Clip 1. Control interneuron electroporated with centrosomal marker Cetn2mCherry. The centrosome moves from the cell body into the cytoplasmic swelling under control
conditions. Movie Clip 2. SP600125-treated interneuron electroporated with Cetn2-mCherry.
The centrosome moves from the cell body into the trailing process under SP600125 conditions.
Movie Clip 3. A second SP600125-treated interneuron electroporated with Cetn2-mCherry. The
centrosome separates into 2 centrioles and moves from the cell body into the trailing process
and back under SP600125 conditions. Open arrowheads mark Cetn2-mCherry expressing
interneurons in all clips.
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Movie 2.10. Dynamics of primary cilia in MGE interneurons under control and SP600125treated conditions. Movie Clip 1. Interneuron electroporated with primary ciliary marker
Arl13btdTomato. The cilium moves from the cell body into the cytoplasmic swelling under
control conditions. Movie Clip 2. Interneuron electroporated with Arl13b-tdTomato in SP600125treated conditions. The cilium moves from the cell body into the trailing process under
SP600125 conditions. Movie Clip 3. A second interneuron expressing Arl13b-tdTomato under
SP600125-treated conditions. The primary cilium moves from the cell body into the trailing
process and returns to the cell body without ever entering the swelling. Open arrowheads mark
Arl13btdTomato expressing interneurons in all clips.
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ABSTRACT
During embryonic development, cortical interneurons travel tangentially in two migratory
streams to reach the cerebral cortex and then turn radially to exit migratory streams and invade
the cortical plate. Migrating cortical interneurons must constantly integrate both extracellular
signals from the environment with intracellular machinery to maintain directed migration. Many
of the intracellular mechanisms governing the timing of migratory stream exit and cortical plate
invasion are poorly understood yet are of fundamental importance to cortical development. Our
lab previously found that disruption of the c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK) signaling pathway
results in a delayed entry of cortical interneurons into the cortex, as well as a premature
departure from migratory streams. Here, we aimed to uncover the mechanisms by which JNK
activity coordinates the cellular processes essential for the migration of cortical interneurons. In
this study, we used multiple ex vivo and in vitro assays to establish that cortical interneurons
require JNK signaling for migration. Interneurons treated with JNK inhibitor exhibit major
deficiencies in migratory properties including nucleokinesis distance, rate of nucleokinesis
events, and pause duration. Additionally, we developed a novel tool to explore the role of
nanotopographical cues on cortical interneuron migration using an in vitro nanopattern
substrate. Interneurons grown on nanopatterns have significantly faster migratory speeds and
translocate further distances than cells on flat substrates, while maintaining a straighter
migratory trajectory. Interneurons grown on nanopatterns also display a different subcellular
distribution of Doublecortin, a microtubule associated protein involved in the guided migration of
cortical interneurons. Our results highlight the importance of JNK signaling in migration of
cortical interneurons regardless of their migratory environment and suggest that cortical
interneurons are able to decipher topographical cues presented on a nanoscale level in order to
orient their direction of migration.
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INTRODUCTION
Neuronal migration is a highly regulated process that is critical for the development of the
cerebral cortex. Cortical interneurons born in the medial and caudal ganglionic eminences of the
ventral forebrain must migrate through a complex three-dimensional environment before
reaching the cerebral cortex (Anderson et al., 1997; Lavdas et al., 1999; Wichterle et al., 2001).
During this migration, cortical interneurons migrate from the ventral telencephalon into the
cortex, then assemble into tangential migratory streams, and finally infiltrate the cortical plate to
establish proper cortical circuitry (Wichterle et al., 1999; Nery et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2004;
Miyoshi et al., 2010). Thus, cortical interneurons are exposed to different chemical, topographic,
and mechanical cues that they must detect and respond to in order to enter and navigate the
cortex.
During migration, cortical interneurons undergo a two-stroke cyclical process of movement,
termed nucleokinesis, to physically move their cell bodies in the direction of migration. During
nucleokinesis, interneurons push forward a cytoplasmic swelling into their leading process,
translocate their cell bodies into the swelling, then repeat the cycle (Morris et al., 1998; Moya
and Valdeolmillos, 2004; Bellion et al., 2005). Failure to coordinate the cellular events involved
in nucleokinesis can disrupt interneuron migration and impair the development of cortical
circuitry which is thought to underlie autism spectrum disorder, schizophrenia, and epilepsy
(Kato and Dobyns, 2005; Hildebrandt et al., 2011; Meechan et al., 2012; Volk et al., 2015).
While progress has been made on elucidating the complex cell-extrinsic and -intrinsic cues that
control nucleokinesis (Tsai and Gleeson, 2005; Baudoin et al., 2012; Godin et al., 2012; Silva et
al., 2018; Su et al., 2019), the role that many of the intracellular signaling pathways play in this
process remain largely unknown.
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The c-Jun NH2-terminal kinases (JNKs) are evolutionarily conserved members of the mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK) super-family and are encoded by three genes Jnk1 (Mapk8),
Jnk2 (Mapk9), and Jnk3 (Mapk10) (Davis, 2000; Chang and Karin, 2001). The JNK proteins
signal by phosphorylating different substrates in response to extracellular stimuli to enable
normal physiological processes including cell proliferation, apoptosis, differentiation, and
migration (Davis, 2000). JNK signaling has been implicated in multiple aspects of brain
development including migration of cortical neurons (Hirai et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2007;
Westerlund et al., 2011; Yamasaki et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2016) and in cognitive disorders in
humans (Kunde et al., 2013; McGuire et al., 2017). Previously, we discovered that JNK
signaling controls cortical interneuron entry into the cerebral cortex as well as the formation and
maintenance of tangential migratory streams during embryonic development (Myers et al., 2014;
Myers et al., 2020). Additionally, using a cortical cell co-culture assay, we discovered a key role
for JNK signaling in regulating nucleokinesis and leading process dynamics of individual
migrating MGE interneurons (Smith et al., 2020). However, the role of JNK signaling in
migratory dynamics of individual interneurons grown in different substrates and the involvement
of topographical cues in the guided migration of cortical interneurons remain unknown.
In the current study, we use multiple substrates to assess the role of JNK signaling in
nucleokinesis dynamics of migrating cortical interneurons. Pharmacological inhibition of JNK
signaling in ex vivo slice cultures and in vitro 3-dimensional Matrigel matrixes confirm our
previous findings in our in vitro co-culture assay. JNK inhibition results in significantly altered
nucleokinesis dynamics in migrating cortical interneurons. Additionally, we describe a novel tool
to explore cortical interneuron migration using nanopattern topography to control speed and
direction of migration. Interestingly, interneurons migrating on nanopatterns have altered
subcellular distribution of doublecortin, a microtubule associated protein involved in the
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migration of cortical interneurons. Together, our findings suggest a role for JNK signaling in the
guided migration of cortical interneurons regardless of substrate or topographical environment.
RESULTS
Cortical interneurons require JNK signaling for proper migration regardless of substrate
In the current study, we examined the role of c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK) signaling in the
migratory dynamics of individual interneurons grown in different substrate and topographical
environments. To assess the role of JNK signaling in the migration of cortical interneurons on
different substrates, we compared the migration of MGE cells in control and JNK-inhibited
conditions in ex vivo slices, on dissociated cortical cells (Smith et al., 2020), and in a 3D
Matrigel matrix.
We first cultured live sections from embryonic day 14.5 (E14.5) Dlx5/6-Cre-IRES-EGFP (Dlx5/6CIE+) mouse brains in either control or JNK-inhibited conditions for 12 h (Fig. 3.1A). The panJNK inhibitor SP600125 (Bennett et al., 2001) was used to pharmacologically inhibit JNK
signaling at a concentration previously shown to delay interneuron entry into the cerebral cortex
and disrupt tangential migration, but not cell viability (Myers et al., 2014; Myers et al., 2020). We
previously found that cortical interneurons treated with 20µM SP600125 display significant
disruptions to their migratory properties including decreased migratory speeds, track
displacement and track straightness (Myers et al., 2014; Myers et al., 2020), however, the
cellular bases for these disruptions were not investigated. To begin this assessment, we
measured the effect of JNK inhibition on nucleokinesis, an obligate cell biological mechanism of
neuronal migration (Fig. 3.1B-F). Time-lapse recordings show that under control conditions, a
single cycle of nucleokinesis starts with the extension of a cytoplasmic swelling into the leading
process and ends with the translocation of the cell body into the swelling (Fig. 3.1B). Although
JNK-inhibited interneurons were able to complete nucleokinesis, the distance and kinetics of
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individual nucleokinesis events were disrupted (Fig. 3.1C). When we measured the mean
distance of nucleokinesis over time, JNK-inhibited cortical interneurons translocated significantly
shorter distances compared to controls (Control: 16.48±0.46; SP600125: 10.83±0.88µm;
p=0.0047; Fig. 3.1D). Since nucleokinesis is known to be cyclical, with the cell translocating its
cell body into the leading process, and pausing before repeating the process, we measured the
rates of nucleokinesis and pause duration in control and JNK-inhibited conditions. JNK-inhibited
cortical interneurons completed significantly fewer translocation events per hour (Control:
2.82±0.17; SP600125:1.51±0.08 events/hr; p=0.0022; Fig 3.1E) and displayed longer pauses
between the initiation of nucleokinesis events (Control: 27.85±1.72; SP600125 42.79±2.17
minutes; p=0.0057; Fig. 3.1F).
To assess the effect of JNK-inhibition on nucleokinesis of cortical interneurons in a 3D matrix,
we developed an in vitro explant assay in which explants of E14.5 Dlx5/6-CIE+ medial
ganglionic eminence (MGE) tissue were grown in 3D Matrigel (Fig 3.2). After 1 day of growth,
control medium or medium containing 20 µM SP600125 was added to each well, and
interneurons were imaged live for 12 h (Fig. 3.2A). At the beginning of imaging (Time 0), the
field of view was placed at the distal edge of interneuron outgrowth (Fig. 3.2B,D). While many
control interneurons appeared to migrate into the field of view by 12 hours of imaging (Fig.
3.2C), SP600125-treated cells failed to progress as far, appearing to move at slower rates (Fig.
3.1E). Indeed, we found that inhibiting JNK signaling in interneurons migrating in a 3D Matrigel
impairs their migratory properties (Myers et al., 2020). Additionally, interneurons grown in
Matrigel exhibited similar nucleokinesis cycles as in slices, with a swelling preceding nuclear
translocation (Fig. 3.2F-G). However, SP600125-treated interneurons again displayed disrupted
nucleokinesis compared to controls (Fig. 3.2F-G). The average distance that SP600125-treated
cells traveled forward during nucleokinesis was significantly shorter compared to that of the
control cells (Control: 11.18±0.71; SP600125: 8.36±0.14 µm; p=0.005; Fig. 3.2H). Additionally,
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JNK-inhibited cells took longer to complete nucleokinesis events (Control: 2.26±0.20;
SP600125: 1.49±0.047 events/hr; p=0.006; Fig. 3.2I), with longer pause durations (Control:
36.42±1.59; SP600125: 45.17±0.60 minutes; 0.0009; Fig. 3.2J).
MGE interneurons co-cultured on dissociated cortical cells required JNK signaling for
nucleokinesis (Smith et al., 2020). Co-cultured interneurons treated with SP600125 displayed
short nuclear translocation distances, less frequent translocation events, and long pauses
between translocations (Smith et al., 2020). The results found in ex vivo slices, 3D Matrigel, and
co-cultures appear to phenocopy each other (Table 3.1). Interestingly, cortical interneurons
appear to have a cell-intrinsic requirement for JNK in nucleokinesis, evident by our 3D Matrigel
results with interneurons migrating in the absence of other cortical cells. Together, these data
suggest that migrating cortical interneurons require JNK signaling to regulate nucleokinesis
dynamics regardless of the environment in which they are grown.
Nanopattern topography mimics control environment for migrating cortical interneurons
Here we have shown that JNK signaling controls interneuron migration through nucleokinesis in
multiple environments. However, these studies do not address the potential influence of
topographical cues during cortical interneuron migration that could shape their migratory
trajectories. Indeed, previous studies exploring guided cell migration determined that cancer
cells align to and travel faster in the direction of nanotopographical grooves, suggesting that the
physical architecture of the extracellular environment can influence guided cell migration (Nam
et al., 2016; Ray et al., 2017). Therefore, we developed an in vitro assay using nanopatterned
polystyrene (PS) to examine the role of topographical architecture on cortical interneuron
migration.
Flat and nanopatterned polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or PS substrates were prepared as in
(see methods; Wang et al., 2016). A nanopattern mask was produced on a thin film of
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polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) spin-coated on a silicon substrate. The PMMA mask was used
cast the nanopatterned or flat substrate from PDMS or PS to create a sheet of nanopatterned
surface with 500nm width and 500nm height grooves (Fig. 3.3A). Once the substrates were
constructed, the sheet was then secured to the bottom of 8-well coverglass slides using oxygen
plasma treatment and weight (Fig. 3.3B). A representative image of both flat and nanopatterned
substrates is shown (Fig. 3.3C). To initially assess the effect of nanopatterned substrate on the
morphology and migration of cortical interneurons, we cultured E14.5 Dlx5/6-CIE+ MGE
explants on flat or nanopatterned substrates for 24 h then examined their outgrowth (Fig. 3.3D).
From here, we determined the optimal oxygen plasma treatment exposure, coating method, and
substrate material to utilize for experiments (Supplemental Fig. 3.1A-F). We determined that the
best coating method was a thin layer of Matrigel on PS that allowed for MGE interneurons to
adhere to the flat and nanopatterned substrates without disrupting the grooves of the
nanopattern gratings (Supplemental Fig. 3.1F).
Using this method, we cultured E14.5 Dlx5/6-CIE+ explants on flat or nanopatterned substrates
for 24 h, then live-imaged cultures and analyzed the migratory properties of individual MGE
interneurons on flat and nanopattern substrates over time to assess the role of topographical
environment on interneuron migration (Fig. 3.4). The individual trajectories of interneurons
cultured on flat substrates appeared to be more random, without directionality compared to
interneurons tracked on nanopatterns (Fig. 3.4A-B). Indeed, tracks from individual cells on
nanopatterns were much longer and straighter than cells migrating on flat substrate
(Representative tracks Fig. 3.4C-D). Interneurons on nanopatterned substrate had significantly
faster average migratory speeds when compared to migration on flat substrates (Flat:
40.73±6.61um/hr; Nanopattern: 56.59±4.21um/hr; p=0.05; Fig. 3.4E). While the mean speeds of
interneurons cultured on nanopatterns was greater than on flat substrate, the speed variation
remained unchanged (Flat: 0.93±0.06; Nanopattern: 0.88±0.05; p=0.062; Fig. 3.4F). Likely due
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to the decrease in migratory speed, the displacement of interneurons cultured on nanopatterns
was significantly greater than that of flat substrates (Flat: 48.16±7.01; Nanopattern:
91.26±12.11um/2 hours; p=0.018; Fig. 3.4G). Additionally, interneurons cultured on
nanopatterns maintained a significantly straighter migratory trajectory when compared to
interneurons cultured on flat substrate (Flat: 0.61±0.05; Nanopattern: 0.81±0.06; p=0.029; Fig.
3.4H).
Collectively, these data suggest that the migratory behavior of MGE interneurons can be
controlled by nanopattern gratings and increases their migratory speed and the overall
displacement and straightness of their migratory trajectories. Surprisingly, the migratory deficits
seen on the flat substrate mimicked the effects we previously found during JNK-inhibition.
Interneurons migrating on flat substrate have disrupted nucleokinesis dynamics when
compared to cells migrating on nanopatterns
Since there were significant differences in the migratory properties of interneurons migrating on
flat and nanopattern substrates, we aimed to further examine the effect of topographical
environment on nucleokinesis dynamics.
Time-lapse recordings revealed that cells migrating on flat substrate initiate nucleokinesis with
the extension of a cytoplasmic swelling into the leading process and end with the translocation
of the cell body into the swelling (Fig. 3.5A). However, interneurons migrating on nanopatterns
appeared to translocate greater distances over the same period of time (Fig. 3.5B). When we
quantified the average distance that cell bodies advanced over time, interneurons migrating on
nanopatterns translocated significantly further than cells on flat substrate (Flat: 13.00±0.85;
Nanopattern: 19.24±1.13; p=0.001; Fig. 3.5C). However, interneurons migrating on
nanopatterns completed nucleokinesis at similar rates (Flat: 2.88±0.16 events/hr; Nanopattern:
2.53±0.23; p=0.24; Fig. 5D) when compared to interneurons migrating on flat substrate. Along
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with this, cells on nanopatterns paused for similar durations between nucleokinesis events (Flat:
30.21±2.08; Nanopattern: 34.71±2.39 minutes; p=0.19; Fig. 3.5E) compared to cells on flat
substrate.
Together, these data suggest that the cortical interneurons are capable of deciphering
nanotopographic cues to regulate the straightness of their migratory trajectory and distance of
nucleokinesis. This likely contributes to the increase in migratory speed and displacement seen
when interneurons are grown on a nanopatterned substrate.
Interneurons aligned to nanotopographical gratings have altered cytoskeletal dynamics
It was recently discovered that cortical interneurons contained more stable microtubules along
their leading processes when migrating on 10µm square micropatterns (Leclech et al., 2019).
However, the effect of nanoscale topographical cues on cytoskeletal dynamics has not been
examined. Since interneurons migrating on nanopatterned and flat substrate have significantly
difference migratory properties and nucleokinesis dynamics, we sought to assess the effects of
these substrates on cytoskeletal dynamics. Loss of the microtubule binding protein doublecortin
(Dcx) impairs migration by disrupting nucleokinesis of migrating cortical interneurons (Kappeler
et al., 2006). Dcx is thought to accumulate where the need for microtubule assembly is high,
such as in axonal growth cones (Gdalyahu et al., 2004) and in the leading processes of
migratory cortical interneurons (Lysko et al., 2014). To gain insight into the structural
organization of the leading process of interneurons migrating on nanopatterns, we next
examined the organization of the microtubule network through Dcx (Fig. 3.6).
Interneurons on both flat and nanopattern substrates expressed Dcx (Fig. 3.6A-B). Closer
examination of individual interneurons revealed striking differences in the intensity and
distribution of Dcx between conditions. Cortical interneurons migrating on flat substrates
showed uniform amounts of Dcx along the leading process and in the growth cones (Fig. 3.6C).
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Interneurons aligned to the gratings of the nanopattern appeared to not only have more intense
Dcx labeling, but also a change in the distribution of Dcx highly specific to the most distal portion
of the leading process and growth cones (Fig. 3.6D). Interestingly, cells with leading processes
perpendicular to nanopattern gratings showed Dcx more uniformly along the entire leading
process, despite being cultured on the nanopattern substrate (Fig. 3.6E).
Together, these data suggest a role for Dcx in the alignment and migration of cortical
interneurons on nanopattern substrate. The change in the subcellular localization of Dcx along
the leading process of interneurons aligned versus not aligned to nanopatterns suggest that Dcx
may play a key role in the migration of cortical interneurons by regulating cell alignment and
microtubule stability inside of leading processes.
DISCUSSION
In the current study, we assessed the role of c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK) signaling in the
migration of cortical interneurons in multiple environments. We established that cortical
interneurons require JNK signaling for proper migration and nucleokinesis kinetics regardless of
cellular environment. We have previously shown that cortical interneurons treated with a pan
JNK inhibitor, SP600125, have significantly decreased migratory displacement, overall
migratory speed, and reduced track straightness compared to controls in ex vivo slices, and in
vitro co-culture and 3D Matrigel assays (Myers et al., 2020; Smith et al., 2020). Additionally, we
recently discovered that JNK-inhibited interneurons in the co-culture assay had disrupted
nucleokinesis including decreased translocation distances, less frequent nucleokinesis events,
and longer pauses between events (Smith et al., 2020). Here, we found that JNK signaling is
equally important in regulating nucleokinesis in the ex vivo slices and in 3D Matrigel matrixes.
When we treated slices with SP600125, cortical interneurons had significantly smaller
translocation distances, less frequency events, and longer pauses between events.
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Concomitantly, interneurons grown in 3D Matrigel treated with JNK-inhibitor also had
significantly smaller translocation distances, decreased rates of nucleokinesis, and longer pause
durations. These results suggest that JNK signaling is required to regulate the kinetics of
nucleokinesis underlying cortical interneuron migration, irrespective of the cellular environment
in which they migrate.
We next set out to determine if nanotopographical cues can control the migratory behavior of
interneurons. Interneurons migrating on a flat topography migrated at significantly slower mean
speeds than cells traveling on a nanopattern. While the speed variability remained unchanged,
the track displacement length was significantly shorter in the flat environment compared to the
nanopattern, likely due to the decreased straightness of trajectories on the flat substrate. We
next assessed nucleokinesis dynamics of interneurons grown on flat or nanopattern topography.
Interneurons migrating on a flat substrate had significantly smaller nucleokinesis distances
compared to cells on the nanopattern. Interestingly, the 32.4% decrease in average
nucleokinesis distance was almost identical to the decrease in distance (34.3%) we found with
pharmacological inhibition of JNK in ex vivo slices. However, cells grown in a flat environment
completed nucleokinesis at similar rates and paused for similar durations between events
compared to cells on nanopatterns. Overall, we have shown that fundamental events required
for proper migratory behavior and nucleokinesis of interneurons are influenced by the nanoscale
topography of their environment, which was previously unknown.
Finally, we asked whether nanotopographical cues influence cytoskeletal dynamics in cortical
interneurons by regulating doublecortin (Dcx). Interneurons migrating on flat substrate or with
unaligned leading processes on nanopatterns had uniform Dcx labeling in the leading process
and in the growth cone. However, there was a substantial change in subcellular distribution of
Dcx in the leading processes of cells aligned to nanopatterns, where Dcx was predominantly
localized to the most distal portion of the leading process. These data suggest that the
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regulation Dcx in the leading process may assist in the alignment of interneurons to the
nanopattern gratings and aid in directed migration. Alternately, alignment to nanopatterns may
preferentially alter the subcellular distribution of Dcx, which may promote directed migration
along the legth of nanopatterned gratings. Additional studies will be needed to unravel cause
and effect, but our data point towards a central role for the cytoskeleton in mediating migratory
decisions that cortical interneurons make in response to nanotopographic cues.
Control of cortical interneuron migration and nucleokinesis through the regulation of
cellular adhesion molecules
Here, we have shown evidence that JNK signaling controls interneuron migration regardless of
substrate environment. Cortical interneurons migrating in the presence of other cortical cells
have greater disruptions to nucleokinesis under JNK inhibition than in the absence of other cells
(3D Matrigel assay). However, there was a greater effect of JNK inhibition on nucleokinesis
dynamics in ex vivo slices and co-cultures than on nucleokinesis dynamics of interneurons in
the absence of all other cortical cells (3D Matrigel assay). This may be due to the regulation of
cell-cell adhesion proteins required for nuclear translocation. During migration, neurons form
and disassemble adhesive contacts with their substrates to control forward movement (Solecki,
2012; Luccardini et al., 2013). Therefore, JNK signaling may be regulating the expression of cell
surface proteins required for adherence to other cortical cells to enable physical translocation of
the cell body during interneuron migration.
For instance, the homophillic cell-cell adhesion protein N-cadherin has been heavily implicated
in the guided migration of both cortical interneurons and excitatory neurons (Luccardini et al.,
2013; Lai et al., 2015; Luccardini et al., 2015; László et al., 2020). Loss of N-cadherin function
leads to slower migration, increased pausing, and significant loss of directionality of migrating
cortical interneurons (Luccardini et al., 2013; Luccardini et al., 2015), similar to what we found
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previously (Myers et al., 2020; Smith et al., 2020). Cortical interneurons require N-cadherin for
correct actomyosin contraction necessary for nucleokinesis and centrosomal placement during
migration (Luccardini et al., 2013). We have recently shown that JNK inhibition also leads to
disruptions of centrosome localization in migrating cortical interneurons (Smith et al., 2020).
Additionally, conditional removal of N-cadherin from cortical interneurons delays their entry into
the cortical rudiment at embryonic day 14, similar to what we saw in JNK conditional knockout
animals (Myers et al., 2014; László et al., 2020; Myers et al., 2020). Interestingly, JNK activation
increases N-cadherin levels and cellular motility of pancreatic cancer cells (Shintani et al.,
2006). N-cadherin expression was also shown to be regulated by JNK signaling in migrating
myofibroblasts (De Wever et al., 2004). These suggest that JNK could have a critical role in
regulating key cell adhesion molecules required for cortical interneuron migration.
Another important regulator of cortical interneuron migration is the gap junction protein
connexin43 (Petrich et al., 2002; Elias et al., 2010). Overexpression of connexin43 promoted
(and knockdown inhibited) the switch from tangential migration to radial migration in cortical
interneurons by promoting adhesion between cortical interneurons and radial glial cells (Elias et
al., 2010). Interestingly, studies in cardiomyocytes demonstrated that activation of JNK signaling
downregulated the expression of connexin43 (Petrich et al., 2002). Therefore, it is possible that
inhibiting JNK signaling in interneurons increases connexin43 expression, thus promoting
adhesion and slowing cortical interneuron migration. This balance of JNK activity and
connexin43 expression in cortical interneurons may ultimately regulate the timing of migratory
stream exit by promoting the tangential to radial transition and cortical plate population.
While mechanisms controlling the expression and activity of cell adhesion molecules in
migrating neurons remain to be explored, JNK signaling assist in the integration of extracellular
signals, cytoskeletal proteins, and cytoplasmic machinery that are critically involved the guided
migration of cortical interneurons.
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Nanoscale topographical influences on cortical interneuron migratory behavior
During migration, cortical interneurons must navigate a complex environment to engage in
guided migration. Once inside of the cortical rudiment, interneurons alternate between
tangential migration, maintaining two migratory streams in the marginal and subventricular
zones, and radial migration, reorienting leading processes to travel between migratory streams
and deposit in the cortical plate. These two modes of migration are controlled by the integration
of extracellular guidance cues with intracellular signaling pathways and machinery, however,
virtually nothing is known about how the physical landscape of the environment influences the
guided migration of cortical interneurons. Leclech and colleagues recently described the use of
micro-structured substrates and demonstrated that cortical interneurons are sensitive to the
architecture of their environment (Leclech et al., 2019). Micropatterns regulated the migratory
behavior of migrating interneurons by controlling cellular morphology, leading process branching
dynamics, and microtubule stability (Leclech et al., 2019). While the microenvironment
interneurons are on may affect their migratory behaviors, it is unknown whether these effects
can be seen at the nanoscale.
Nanotopography has been used to study the migration of cancer cells in recent years (Nam et
al., 2016; Ray et al., 2017; Tabdanov et al., 2018). Cells aligned to nanopatterns migrate at
significantly faster speeds and further distances than cells on flat substrates (Ray et al., 2017).
Alignment of microtubules and microtubule bundles parallel to the nanopattern grating are
required for cellular alignment, and disruption of microtubule stability with nocodzole results in
loss of cellular linearization with the nanopattern gratings (Tabdanov et al., 2018). Additionally,
microtubules aligned in grooves of nanopatterns appear to control the cellular response to
nanopatterns, with aligned microtubules leading to more elongated cells, which may contribute
to increased speed of migration (Ray et al., 2017; Tabdanov et al., 2018). Thus, microtubule
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stability and alignment to nanotopography may underly the increased speed of migration in
cortical interneurons migrating on nanopatterns.
Here, we are the first to show that a nanoscale environment orients interneurons to a single
migratory direction and regulates the localization of the microtubule interacting protein
doublecortin (Dcx). Dcx stabilizes microtubules and is regulated by phosphorylation of kinases,
one of which being JNK (Gleeson et al., 1999; Gdalyahu et al., 2004). In humans, mutations to
Dcx result in X-linked lissencephaly and Double Cortex Syndrome associated with the arrest of
migrating cortical neurons (Raymond et al., 1995; Gleeson et al., 1998). Cortical interneurons
devoid of Dcx display similar defects to migration and nucleokinesis that we see in our models
of pharmacological and genetic removal of JNK signaling (Kappeler et al., 2006; Smith et al.,
2020; Myers et al., 2020). JNK phosphorylation of Dcx (pDcx) regulates neurite growth and
branching in neurons and pDcx normally localizes to growth cones (Kappeler et al., 2006;
Koizumi et al., 2006; Jin et al., 2010; Lysko et al., 2014), but JNK inhibition displaces pDcx
localization away from the growth gone tips (Gdalyahu et al., 2004). It is possible that JNK
signaling influences the subcellular localization of Dcx, and subsequently, regulation of
microtubules that ultimately controls the trajectory of interneuron migration. Our data suggest
that the architecture of the environment can influence interneuron migration and may do so by
regulating the subcellular distribution of Dcx. Future studies will need to determine whether JNK
signaling contributes to the distribution of Dcx in the leading process and the alignment of
cortical interneurons to nanopatterns.
CONCLUSIONS
Overall, this study provides new findings highlighting the importance of JNK signaling in
interneuron migration through nucleokinesis in multiple environments. Interneurons migrating in
streams of ex vivo slices, in an in vitro cortical cell co-culture assay, and in isolation of cortical
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cells in a 3D Matrigel matrix require JNK signaling for proper nucleokinesis dynamics. Here, we
have also described a novel tool to explore cortical interneurons by controlling their migration
through nanotopographical gratings. Our study reveals for the first time that a change in the
nanoscale geometry of the environment can direct interneuron migration in vitro. When
migrating in vivo, cortical interneurons are exposed to different cytoarchitectural arrangements
along their migratory routes, but the effects of these changes has remained relatively unknown.
Our results suggest that the architecture of the environment can influence interneuron migration,
and that JNK signaling may contribute to directed migration of interneurons in the developing
cortex.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Animals were housed and cared for by the Office of Laboratory Animal Resources at West
Virginia University. Timed-pregnant dams (day of vaginal plug = embryonic day 0.5) were
euthanized by rapid cervical dislocation at embryonic day 14.5 (E14.5) and mouse embryos
were immediately harvested for tissue culture. CF-1 (Charles River) were crossed to
hemizygous Dlx5/6-Cre-IRES-EGFP (Dlx5/6-CIE; Stenman et al., 2003) males maintained on a
C57BL/6J background to achieve timed pregnancies at E14.5.
Organotypic slice cultures
Dlx5/6-CIE+ embryos were collected at E14.5 and dissected in ice-cold complete HBSS
(cHBSS; Tucker et al., 2006). The embryonic brains were embedded in a solution of 3% low
melting point agarose (Fisher Scientific BP165-25) in cHBSS, and sectioned coronally into 300
µm slices on a Leica VT1000 S vibratome, then transferred to poly-L-lysine/laminin-coated
transwell membrane inserts in six-well plates (BD Falcon; Polleux and Ghosh, 2002). Wells
were filled with 1.8 ml of slice culture media containing either vehicle control dimethyl sulfoxide
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(DMSO, Sigma D2438) or 20 µM pan-JNK inhibitor SP600125 (Enzo Life Sciences BML-EI3050010) as described previously (Myers et al., 2014). Slices were imaged live for 12 h and
analyzed for nucleokinesis dynamics.
3D Matrigel assay
Dlx5/6-CIE+ embryos were collected at E14.5. Medial ganglionic eminence (MGE) tissue was
micro-dissected in ice-cold cHBSS, then cut into explants and stored in cHBSS. Matrigel
(Corning #356237) was combined 1:1 with serum-free media (Polleux and Ghosh, 2002), and
150 µl of the Matrigel mixture was added to each well of an 8-well chamber coverslip slide
(Thermo Fisher #155411) while on ice. Two or three MGE explants were placed in each well
near the coverslip. The chamber slide was then transferred to a tissue culture incubator at 37°C
with 5% CO2 for 30 min for the Matrigel mixture to solidify as a 3D matrix with the embedded
explants. Warm serum-free media was added to each well and the explants were cultured for 24
h. After 24 h, serum-free media containing either control (DMSO) or 20 µM SP600125 was
added to each well then imaged live for 12 h.
Nanotopography fabrication
Flat and nanopatterned polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or polystyrene (PS) substrates were
performed as in (Song et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016). In short, a master mold on a PS plate
was generated by electron beam lithography (EBL). The nanopattern was produced on a thin
film of poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) spin-coated on a silicon substrate by using a focused
electron beam of 20 nm in diameter. The PMMA nanopattern was then deposited with a thin
nickel layer, then lifted off. After the lift-off process, a reversed nickel pattern left on the silicon
substrate functioned as a mask for the reaction ion etching process, which determined the
height of nanotopography. The PDMS nanotopography replica was made by casting and curing
the mixture of PDMS resin and curing agent (Sylgard 184kit, Dow Corning, MI, USA) in a
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10:1.05 w/w ratio on the EBL mold for 4 h at 70oC. The PDMS nanotopography was expanded
to a large area of nanopatterned substrate by applying a stitch technique (Song et al., 2016).
After curing at 80oC for 2 h, a large nanopatterned surface was created with 500nm width
between grooves and 500nm height grooves. The stitched mold was then imprinted into a PS
substrate, which served as a master mold to replicate working PDMS (Song et al., 2016) or PS
(Wang et al., 2016) nanotopography.
UV Sterilization and Coating of Nanopattern
Treat samples with 70% ethanol for 30 min in a tissue culture hood. The 70% ethanol was then
aspirated completely. UV light was turned on for 30 min. After UV treatment, samples were
washed with sterile filtered 1X PBS three times. After washing, coating was added. For
collagen, a collagen solution (50, 100, 250, or 500 ug/mL or 1mg/mL) was added to each well
covering the patterns and polymerized at room temperature for 1 h. The collagen solution was
then aspirated and wells were washed with 1X PBS three times. For Matrigel coating, a thin
layer of Matrigel (diluted 1:10 or 1:50 with serum-free media) was added to each well while on
ice. Matrigel was allowed to incubate for 1 h on ice, then was aspirated and rinsed once with 1X
PBS. For poly-L-lysine (PLL) coating, PLL was diluted in sterile water (500nM or 1000nM) and
added to each well. The solution was incubated overnight at 37oC in a tissue culture incubator
with 5% CO2. The wells were rinsed 2 times with 1X PBS. After all wells were rinsed, regardless
of coating procedure, 500µL of serum-free media were added to each well.
Nanopattern explant assay
Flat or nanopatterned PDMS or PS were placed on the bottom of 8-well chamber coverslip
slides (Thermo Fisher 155411). The wells were coated as described in “coating” section above.
E14.5 Dlx5/6-CIE+ and Dlx5/6-CIE- embryos were sorted by GFP fluorescence and dissected in
ice-cold cHBSS. MGEs were dissected from Dlx5/6-CIE+ brains then cut into small explants and
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plated on flat or nanopatterned PDMS or PS. Each well contained 5-8 explants. Cultures were
grown for 24 hours before live-imaging then imaged live for 12-15 h with control media. After
imaging, the cultures were fixed and stained for analysis of cytoskeletal changes.
Live-imaging
After 24 hours of culture, samples were transferred to a Zeiss 710 Confocal Microscope with
stable environmental controls maintained at 37oC with 5% humidified CO2. Multi-position timelapse z-series were acquired at 10-minute intervals over a 12-hour period with a Zeiss 20X
Plan-Apo (Matrigel assay) or LD Plan-Neofluar 20×/0.4 Korr objective (Slice culture and
nanopattern assays).
Analysis of live-imaging
4D live imaging movies were analyzed using Imaris 9.5.1 (Bitplane) software. Movies were
evaluated during the first 12 h of recording. Cortical interneurons were tracked using the Spots
feature of Imaris to measure migratory speed, distance, displacement, and track straightness
data. Individual interneurons were tracked for a minimum of 2 h. The track was discontinued if a
cell remained stationary for 60 contiguous minutes, or if the tracked cell could no longer be
unambiguously identified. Tracks from each movie were averaged together for dynamic
analyses. Displacement was normalized to the minimum track length of 2 h. Nucleokinesis
distances were analyzed manually using Imaris Measurements feature to measure the distance
between the soma front pre and post-nuclear translocation event.
Fixation and Staining
Cultures were rinsed three times with warm 1X phosphate-buffered saline (1X PBS; 136.9mmol
NaCl, 2.683mmol KCl, 4.290mmol Na2HPO4 7H2O, 1.470mmol KH2PO4) and fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde for 1 h at room temperature. Cultures were then rinsed five times with 1X
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PBS and blocked for 2 h in permeability solution (Myers et al., 2014) with 5% normal goat serum
and 0.01% Triton X-100 (Sigma T8787). Primary antibodies including Chicken anti-GFP
(1:1500, Abcam), Guinea Pig anti-Doublecortin (1:1000, Abcam), and Rabbit anti-pSer334
Doublecortin (1:2000, Cell Signaling Technology) were diluted in permeability solution, applied
to the wells, and incubated overnight at 4°C. Wells were thoroughly rinsed with 1X PBS and
incubated with secondary antibodies Alexa 488 conjugated goat anti-chicken (1:4000,
Invitrogen), Alexa 546 or 633 conjugated goat anti-guinea pig (1:2000, Invitrogen), and Alex 546
conjugated goat anti-rabbit (1:2000, Invitrogen) diluted in permeability solution at room
temperature for 2 h. Hoechst (Thermo Scientific 62249, 1µg/ml) was used for a nuclear
counterstain. Wells were rinsed in 1X PBS, then an aqueous mounting medium containing an
anti-fade reagent was added and stored at 4°C.
Imaging of fixed samples
Immunofluorescently-labeled samples were imaged on a Zeiss 710 confocal microscope with a
20x Plan-Apo objective lens or a 40X C-apochromat 1.2W M27 objective (Zeiss). Confocal
micrographs were uniformly adjusted for levels, brightness, and contrast in Adobe Photoshop.
Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed and graphs were produced using or estimation coding software (Ho et al.,
2019). Data are presented as Gardner-Altman estimation plots with a total of 5000 bootstrap
samples taken, and the 95% confidence interval bias-corrected. Statistical details can be found
in Table 3.1.
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TABLE LEGEND
Table 1: Summary of Nucleokinesis Analyses. The type of measurement, experiment,
condition, average, standard error of the mean, and statistic measurement are included for each
analysis.
Nucleokinesis Distance
Slice
Control
SP600125
Matrigel
Control
SP600125
Nanotopography
Nanopattern
Flat

Average
SEM
16.48
8.36
11.18
10.83
19.24
13.00

0.46
0.71
0.46
0.88
1.13
0.85

Frequency
Slice

Control
SP600125
Control
SP600125
Nanopattern
Flat

Average
SEM
2.82
1.51
2.26
1.49
2.88
2.53

Student's t-test
0.17
0.0022
0.08
0.21
0.0064
0.05
0.16
0.24
0.24

Control
SP600125
Control
SP600125
Nanopattern
Flat

Average
SEM
27.85
42.79
36.42
45.17
30.21
34.71

Student's t-test
1.72
0.0057
2.17
1.59
0.00088
0.60
2.09
0.19
2.39

Matrigel
Nanotopography

Pause Duration
Slice
Matrigel
Nanotopography
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Student's t-test
0.0046
0.0047
0.0013

FIGURES

Figure 3.1: JNK activity is required for nucleokinesis of cortical interneurons migrating in
ex vivo slices. A. Cartoon schematic of ex vivo slice culture of E14.5 Dlx5/6-CIE coronal slices
treated with control or 20uM SP600125. B. Control cortical interneuron undergoing normal
nucleokinesis. C. Interneuron from SP600125-treated slice showing delayed nucleokinesis.
Time is in minutes. Scale bar is 15µm. D-F. Cortical interneurons from slices treated with JNK
inhibitor have significantly shorter nucleokinesis distances (D), decreased frequency of
nucleokinesis (E), and increased pause duration (F) compared to controls. In each condition, 15
cells well analyzed from n=3 movies over 3 experimental days. Data are presented as Gardner132

Altman estimation plots. The values of groups are plotted on the left axes with the mean
difference between groups plotted on the right axes as a bootstrap resampling distribution. The
mean difference is depicted as a black dot with the 95% confidence interval indicated by the
vertical error bars. **p<0.01, Student’s t-test.
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Figure 3.2: Pharmacological inhibition of JNK signaling perturbs nucleokinesis dynamics
of cortical interneurons migrating in absence of other cortical neurons. A. Schematic
illustration of 3D Matrigel assay where E14.5 Dlx5/6-CIE MGE explants were cultured for 24h
then treated with control or 20uM SP600125. B-E. Movie frames from E14.5 Dlx5/6-CIE
explants imaged live in control (B-C) or 20 μM SP600125 (D-E) conditions for 12 hours. Scale
bar is 50µm. F. Control interneuron undergoing two rounds of nucleokinesis. G. SP600125treated interneuron unable to complete a single round of nucleokinesis within the same time
frame as the control. Time is in minutes. Scale bar is 15µm. H-J. Interneurons grown in absence
of other cortical cells treated with JNK inhibitor have significantly shorter translocation distances
(H), decreased frequency of nucleokinesis (I), and increased pause duration (J) compared to
control interneurons. A total of 25 cells were analyzed in each condition from n=5 movies over 3
experimental days. Data are presented as Gardner-Altman estimation plots. ***p<0.001,
**p<0.01, Student’s t-test.
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Figure 3.3: Fabrication of nanopattern topography to analyze cortical interneuron
migration. A-C. Schematic diagram of nanopattern fabrication to produce grooved topography
500nm high and 500nm wide (A), substrate adherence to cover glass (B), and example of flat
and nanopatterned topography (C). D. Schematic of initial experimental design to determine
experimental coating and culturing protocol using E14.5 Dlx5/6-CIE MGE explants cultured on
flat and nanopattern topography and assessed cellular health.
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Figure 3.4: Nanopattern topography controls cortical interneuron migration.
A. Interneuron migrating on flat substrate displays curved migratory trajectory B. Interneuron
migrating on nanopattern displays straight trajectory. Asterisk denotes cell body of interneuron.
C. Three tracks of interneurons migrating on flat topography. D. Three tracks of interneurons
migrating on nanopattern topography. Scale bar is 50µm. E-H. Interneurons migrating on
nanopattern have significantly faster mean migratory speeds (E), larger normalized
displacements (F), and straighter migratory trajectories (G), with no change in track speed
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variability (H). n=6 movies containing 25 cells from 3 experimental days for flat migration. n=9
movies containing 25 cells from 3 experimental days for interneurons migrating on
nanopatterns. Data are presented as Gardner-Altman estimation plots. *p<0.05, Student’s t-test.
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Figure 3.5: Nucleokinesis dynamics of interneurons migrating on nanopatterns.
A. Interneuron migrating on flat topography undergoing a round of nucleokinesis. B. Interneuron
migrating on nanopattern undergoes multiple rounds of nucleokinesis in the same time frame.
Closed arrowhead represents swelling in leading processes. Asterisk represents cell body of
interneuron undergoing nucleokinesis. Time is in minutes. Scale is 15µm. C-E. Interneurons
migrating on nanopattern topography travel significantly further distances during nucleokinesis
(C), while maintaining a similar rate of nucleokinesis (D) and pauses between events (E) when
compared to cells migrating on a flat topography. For flat migration, a total of n=6 movies
containing 25 cells from 3 experimental days were analyzed. For nanopatterned migration, n=7
movies were analyzed containing 23 cells from 3 experimental days. Data are presented as
Gardner-Altman estimation plots. **p<0.01, Student’s t-test
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Figure 3.6: Altered subcellular distribution of doublecortin in the leading process of
interneurons aligned to nanopatterns. A-B. MGE explants grown on flat (A) or nanopattern
(B) topography stained for Doublecortin (Dcx). Arrow signifies the direction of pattern is vertical.
Scale is 100µm. C. A single interneuron on flat topography with uniform levels of Dcx along the
leading process. D. Interneuron aligned to nanopattern shows increased intensity specific to the
distal regions of the leading process. Open arrowheads point to increased levels of Dcx. E.
Interneuron unaligned to the nanopattern shows uniform levels of Dcx along the leading
process. Scale is 10µm.
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Supplemental Figure 3.1: Nanopattern coating and treatment strategies. A. Interneurons
cultured on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) nanopatterns with 500nm grooves exposed to 30 s of
oxygen plasma treatment and coated with 250 µM collagen show poor outgrowth and alignment
to grooves. B. Interneurons grown on PDMS nanopatterns with 500nm grooves and coated with
250 µM of collagen show adhesion and outgrowth but poor alignment to grooves. C.
Interneurons grown on 500nm nanopatterns made from PDMS with 500 nM poly-L-lysine (PLL)
and laminin (Lam) coating have poor outgrowth and alignment. D. When grown on 500nm
PDMS nanopatterns coated with a thin layer of Matrigel at 1:10 dilution with serum-free media
(see methods), interneurons adhere and align to grooves but do not migrate far and quickly form
clusters. E. Interneurons migrating on polystyrene (PS) treated with 30 s of oxygen plasma and
coated with 1:10 Matrigel align and migrate along grooves but form clusters. F. Nanopatterns
made from PS and coated with 1:10 Matrigel concentration show optimal alignment and
outgrowth with interneurons freely migrating away from clusters. Scale bars are 100 µm.
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Chapter 4: Summary and Future Directions
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SUMMARY
In this dissertation, I have uncovered a novel role for the c-Jun NH2-terminal Kinase (JNK)
signaling pathway in the migration of cortical interneurons. Prior to this work, the role of JNK
signaling in the cell biological processes involved in cortical interneuron migration including
nucleokinesis, leading process branching, and centrosome-cilia complex positioning, along with
the requirement for JNK in navigating different topographical environments were unknown. I
used a combination of pharmacological and genetic conditional triple knockout (cTKO) in vitro
co-culture and ex vivo slice culture experiments to address these questions. In Chapter 2, I
explored the requirement for JNK signaling in the saltatory process of nucleokinesis, dynamic
branching of the leading process, and subcellular positioning of the centrosome-cilia complex in
live migrating cortical interneurons using pharmacological inhibition and a cTKO mouse model.
In Chapter 3, I discovered that JNK signaling controls cortical interneuron migration through the
coordinated movement of the cell body during nucleokinesis regardless substrate environment
and that cortical interneurons decipher nanotopographical cues to regulate migration. Together,
this work provides new insight into the roles for JNK signaling in the cellular mechanisms
required for the migration of cortical interneurons.
In Chapter 2, a combination of pharmacological and genetic approaches were used to examine
the role of JNK signaling in cortical interneuron migration in an in vitro medial ganglionic
eminence explant (MGE) cortical cell co-culture assay. Loss of JNK function using the pan-JNK
inhibitor SP600125 caused cortical interneurons to severely slow their migration leading to
shorter displacement distances. Additionally, JNK inhibition resulted in more variable migratory
speeds compared to controls, suggesting that JNK signaling coordinates the movement of
interneurons during nucleokinesis. Indeed, loss of JNK function significantly altered the kinetics
of nucleokinesis with decreased amplitude, less frequent translocation events, and longer
lasting cytoplasmic swellings in the leading process. Interestingly, a subset of JNK-inhibited
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cells migrating at similar speeds still exhibited significant defects in their migratory properties
with decreased maximum speeds, reduced average and large nuclear translocation distances,
and shorter cytoplasmic swelling extension. While cTKO interneurons migrated at similar
speeds to wild-type controls, they had shorter displacement distances, more variable migratory
speeds, and decreased straightness of migratory trajectories. Analysis of nucleokinesis kinetics
in cTKO cells revealed significant reductions in nucleokinesis distance, but surprisingly, cTKO
cells completed nucleokinesis at faster rates and had short-lived swellings compared to
controls. With both pharmacological and genetic loss of JNK function, interneurons had less
frequent growth cone splits and short lived interstitial side branches. Finally, we uncovered a
novel role for JNK in controlling the subcellular distribution of the centrosome-cilia complex.
Both centrosomes and primary cilia were mislocalized to the trailing process of migrating cortical
interneurons under JNK-inhibition. Additionally, JNK inhibition had no effect on the length of the
primary cilium, suggesting that JNK does not control the formation or stability of the primary
cilium. In this chapter, we were able to demonstrate that migrating cortical interneurons require
intact JNK signaling for regulating individual cell migration through leading process branching,
nucleokinesis, and the localization of the centrosome-cilia complex.
In Chapter 3, we revealed that migrating cortical interneurons have a cell-intrinsic requirement
for JNK signaling in nucleokinesis regardless of cellular environment. Upon JNK inhibition,
cortical interneurons travel shorter distances and have decreased rates of nucleokinesis in ex
vivo slice cultures, in vitro 3D matrixes, and in vitro co-cultures. These results suggest that JNK
signaling plays similar roles in cortical interneuron migration with or without extracellular
guidance cues. We also describe a novel tool to explore cortical interneuron migration using
nanopattern topography. We discovered that cortical interneurons decipher nanoscale
topographical cues in their physical environment to orient their direction and speed of migration.
Cells migrating on nanopattern material had greater amplitude with similar frequency of
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nucleokinesis events compared to cells migrating on flat substrate. This suggests that
nanopattern gratings control the directionality of cortical interneurons, enabling them to migrate
longer distances over the same period of time. Finally, staining for the subcellular distribution of
doublecortin, a protein involved in microtubule stability, revealed a leading process specific
localization of doublecortin in cells aligned to the nanopattern gratings while cells unaligned or
on flat substrate had a more diffuse localization throughout the cell.
We provide substantial evidence that JNK signaling plays an integral role in the coordinated
movement of cortical interneurons through nucleokinesis, leading process branching, and
centrosome-cilia positioning. While the exact molecular mechanisms involved in controlling the
guided migration of cortical interneurons remains to be elucidated, future experiments should be
directed towards exploring the requirement of JNK signaling across embryonic development
(Figure 1A), JNK’s role in ciliary signaling (Figure 1B), and in cytoskeletal dynamics (Figure 1C).
Together, these experiments would provide a more complete understanding for the role of JNK
signaling in interneuron migration.
Figure 4.1:
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DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
JNK signaling in Migrating Cortical Interneurons Across Embryonic Development
Control of the precise timing of cortical interneuron migratory stream entry and exit is paramount
for the development of cortical circuitry. While progress has been made on elucidating the
extracellular guidance mechanisms controlling interneuron migration, little is known about the
intracellular signaling events necessary for coordinating the response and movement of
interneurons during stream migration. Our laboratory has demonstrated that the JNK signaling
pathway is required for the formation and maintenance of cortical interneuron migratory streams
in vivo, as well as the coordination of nucleokinesis and leading process branching during
migration in vitro (Myers et al., 2014; Myers et al., 2020; Smith et al., 2020). In addition, by using
a conditional triple knockout mouse model, we have shown that cortical interneurons have a
cell-intrinsic requirement for JNK signaling during migration (Myers et al., 2020; Smith et al.,
2020). While the highest transcript levels of all three JNK genes are found in the neocortex
(Coffey, 2014), the protein expression and activity levels of each isoform in cortical interneurons
during migration remains unknown. Therefore, investigating the temporal requirement of JNK
signaling in cortical interneurons will create a more complete understanding of cortical
development.
•

Biosensors based on Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) are relatively new tools
that can be used to measure the spatiotemporal dynamics of intracellular signaling
molecules in living cells. The JNK biosensor JNKAR1EV effectively reports JNK activity
in live time-lapse imaged cells (Komatsu et al., 2011). Ex vivo slices with interneurons
expressing JNKAR1EV (Figure A1) could be used to measure the activity of JNK
signaling during migration, and imaged live with a multi-photon microscope for higher
spatial and temporal resolution of JNK activity during nucleokinesis, leading process
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branching and stream migration (Figure A2). It will be important to quantify the activity of
JNK signaling across development from interneuron entry into the cortex (about
embryonic day 12.5) until radial migration and cortical plate invasion (about embryonic
day 18.5).
•

Combining fluorescence activate cell sorting (FACS) with quantitative polymerase chain
reaction (qPCR) will provide more specific understanding for the individual roles of each
Jnk isoform across interneuron migration. Cortex with fluorescently labeled interneurons
(Dlx5/6-CIE expressing) could be dissected, dissociated and FACS sorted for GFP to
enrich for interneurons that can be used for qPCR. Samples could be taken and
analyzed across interneuron migration in the cortex. Combining qPCR with western blot
analysis of JNK isoforms in sorted cells will provide additional insight into the expression
of JNK genes and proteins in interneurons during stream formation, migration, and exit.

•

A photoactivatable JNK inhibitor could be used for precise spatial and temporal control
of JNK inactivation in cortical interneurons to understand the role of JNK signaling during
different stages of stream migration. The photoactivatable pLuc-LOV2WTJαWT-JBD
construct (Hollos et al., 2020) uses the JNK binding domain of the JNK Interacting
Protein 1 (JIP1) bound to the LOV2 domain of phototropin1 from Avena sativa to
reversibly inhibit JNK signaling with light stimulation (Figure A3). Ex vivo slice cultures
could be used to assess the effect of JNK inhibition on interneurons migrating at different
stages of stream migration such as formation during initial entry, maintenance during
tangential migration, and exit when cells turn radially to populate the cortical plate. This
tool would also enable us to manipulate JNK signaling in cells migrating in different
streams such as the marginal or subventricular zone stream allowing us to determine if
cortical interneurons using different migratory routes have the same requirements for
JNK signaling during migration.
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Control of Ciliary Position and Signaling
The analysis of interneurons devoid of JNK signaling revealed a novel role for JNK in the
dynamic positioning of the primary cilium. JNK inhibition led to severe mislocalization of the
primary cilium into the trailing process, regardless of the presence of a cytoplasmic swelling in
the leading process, which was previously thought to be formed as the cilium moves forward
prior to nucleokinesis. It is unknown whether the subcellular positioning of the primary cilium is
required for proper ciliary signaling needed for sensing and responding to extracellular cues
necessary for the guided migration of cortical interneurons.
C-X-C chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4) is a receptor known to be required for the guidance of
interneurons into the cortex and the formation of migratory streams (Tiveron et al., 2006; Stumm
et al., 2007; Lysko et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Abe et al., 2014). Cortical interneurons
disperse from migratory streams and prematurely enter the cortical plate when CXCR4 is
removed (Stumm et al., 2007; Lysko et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011). Along with this, CXCR4
signaling was found to be disrupted in 22q11.2 deletion syndrome, a copy number variant
syndrome thought to cause cortical circuit disorders (Meechan et al., 2009). CXCR4 is normally
found diffusely in the primary cilium, but when the formation of the primary cilium is disrupted, it
is localized to the base near the mother centriole (Higginbotham et al., 2012). Additionally,
CXCR4-containing recycling endosomes cluster near the centrosome at the base of the primary
cilium after addition of the CXCR4 ligand CXCL12 in Jurkat T cells, which are then recycled to
the cell surface (Kumar et al., 2011). Clusters of CXCR4 also localize to the centrosome-ciliary
complex in cortical interneurons treated with CXCL12 (Figure A4). Slice cultures of CXCL12RFP transgenic mice revealed that CXCL12 appears to preferentially localize to the primary
cilium of migrating cortical interneurons (Abe et al., 2014). Interestingly, CXCL12 activates JNK
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signaling through CXCR4 to promote cellular migration in other cell types (Jones et al., 2007;
Lue et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2019). Therefore, I hypothesize that JNK controls the positioning of
the primary cilium which is then required for normal ciliary CXCR4 signaling involved in the
guided migration of cortical interneurons.
Potential Experiments:
•

Since CXCL12 treatment causes CXCR4 to cluster at the centrosome-ciliary region
(Figure A4), it is possible that when the primary cilium is mislocalized to the trailing
process, that CXCR4 clustering, and therefore recycling, may be diminished. Staining for
CXCR4 in JNK-inhibited and cTKO interneurons treated with CXCL12 would provide
insight into the role of JNK signaling in CXCR4 clustering.

•

Flow cytometry of fixed cells can be performed with cTKO or JNK-inhibited interneurons
to determine if CXCR4 receptor expression is disrupted with loss of JNK signaling
(previously performed with Jnk1/2 conditional double knockout interneurons; Figure A5).
The primary cilium of interneurons can also be isolated and analyzed with flow cytometry
(Monaco et al., 2018) to determine if loss of JNK signaling disrupts cilia-specific
localization of CXCR4. Treatment of JNK-inhibited or cTKO cells with CXCL12 would
provide additional insight into the role of JNK signaling on CXCR4 localization and
potential function.

•

However, since the positioning of the primary cilium is highly dynamic, moving
throughout the cell body and into the swelling depending on the stage of nucleokinesis,
live-imaging analyses would need to be performed in order to develop a more
comprehensive assessment for the role of JNK signaling in CXCR4 function and ciliary
positioning. Interneurons co-expressing fluorescently labeled CXCR4 and Arl13b
(primary cilia marker) could be used to assess the effect of JNK inhibition on CXCR4
and ciliary localization during cortical interneuron migration. Perfusion of CXCL12-565
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into culture media with SP600125 would determine if JNK inhibition disrupts CXCR4
ability to bind to CXCL12, internalize, and be recycled when localized to the trailing
process of cortical interneurons. Additionally, these experiments could be performed in
cTKO interneurons co-expressing fluorescently labeled CXCR4 and Arl13b.
•

CXCR4 turnover is likely important for sustained signaling and guidance of cortical
interneurons. Therefore, measuring the rate of CXCR4 recycling from endosomes back
onto the cell membrane could further our understanding of JNK’s role in CXCR4
signaling and interneuron migration. To answer this question, cortical interneurons could
be electroporated with a fluorescently-tagged CXCR4 and Arl13b construct, then treated
with CXCL12 and JNK-inhibitor (or in cTKO interneurons) and imaged live with lattice
light sheet microscopy at millisecond intervals to capture the internalization of CXCR4
from the cell membrane, and recycling of CXCR4 back to the cell membrane.

•

Since the primary cilium is thought to act as an antenna, sensing and responding to
guidance signals in the extracellular environment, it is possible that disrupted ciliary
placement prevents chemoattraction to CXCL12. To answer this question, a transwell
assay could be performed (Figure A6). Dissociated interneurons would be placed on the
top chambers of transwell inserts and media treated with CXCL12 alone, CXCL12 + JNK
inhibitor, or JNK inhibitor alone. Once the cells are allowed to migrate through the
transwell membrane for 24 hours, the inserts would be fixed, stained, imaged, and cells
would be counted. This would determine if JNK inhibition blocks the chemoattraction of
CXCL12 for migrating cortical interneurons.
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JNK Signaling in Cytoskeletal Dynamics
Migrating cortical interneurons require the dynamic remodeling of microtubule and actin
cytoskeletal proteins for migration (Peyre et al., 2015). The nucleus is surrounded by a
microtubule cage tethered to the centrosome which is connected to the microtubules of the
leading process thought to generating the “forward” forces required for nuclear translocation
(Tanaka et al., 2004; Higginbotham and Gleeson, 2007; Umeshima et al., 2007). Actin
condenses in a cup-like shape at the rear of the cell body which then contracts, squeezing and
propelling the nucleus forward towards the leading process (Bellion et al., 2005; Martini and
Valdeolmillos, 2010). Migrating interneurons treated with nocodazole, a microtubule destabilizer,
still complete nucleokinesis events and have actin condensation at the rear of the cell preceding
nucleokinesis (Bellion et al., 2005; Martini and Valdeolmillos, 2010). Inhibition of actomyosin
contraction with the non-muscle myosin ATPase inhibitor blebbistatin abolishes actin
condensation at the rear of the cell and blocks nuclear movement (Martini and Valdeolmillos,
2010). Disrupting F-actin formation with latrunculin A results in rounder cell bodies consistent
with the loss of actomyosin contraction that squeezes and elongates the nucleus prior to
translocation (Martini and Valdeolmillos, 2010). Additionally, myosin II motors and F-actin
dynamics were found to drive the coordinated movement and positioning of the centrosome
during glia-guided migration (Solecki et al., 2009), suggesting a role for actin in not only the
movement of the nucleus but also key organelles necessary for neuronal migration.
The leading process is highly dynamic, extending and retracting branches to sense and respond
to cues in the environment necessary for the guided migration of cortical interneurons. Leading
process branching is initiated through a membrane protrusion formed by F-actin meshwork
containing actin-related proteins 2/3 that stabilize branch points, and other proteins involved at
the interface between the cell membrane and actin cytoskeleton such as cortactin and paxillin
(Turner, 2000; Spillane et al., 2011; Lysko et al., 2014). Treatment of neurons with blebbistatin
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results in a failure of actin flow into the growth cone and also prohibits microtubule flow
(Burnette et al., 2008). This change in the distribution of actin may lead to defects in growth
cone splitting. Interestingly, recently identified molecular mediators of nucleokinesis and leading
process branching also regulate actin dynamics to control interneuron migration.
In this dissertation, we have shown that JNK signaling controls multiple aspects of cortical
interneuron migration including nucleokinesis, leading process branching, and positioning of the
centrosome-cilia complex. Similar to other models with disrupted nucleokinesis and centrosome
positioning, JNK inhibition leads to disrupted actin dynamics around the cell body (Figure A7).
Indeed, defects in actin polymerization or actomyosin contractility may underly the severe
disruptions in nucleokinesis that we have found. Thus, assessing the role of JNK signaling in
regulating actin dynamics during cortical interneuron migration will provide great insight to the
field.
•

In vitro explant co-culture assays could be utilized to assess the role of JNK signaling in
actin dynamics. Using a fluorescent LifeAct or Utrophin construct that labels F-actin in
interneurons would allow for real time visualization of actin dynamics during cortical
interneuron migration. Cultures could be treated with SP600125 (or perhaps a cellpermeable peptide inhibitor) and live-imaged to assess the effect of JNK inhibition on
actin dynamics and contraction in the cell body, swelling, and growth cones of the
leading process. Preliminary data suggest loss of JNK function disrupts actin dynamics.
JNK inhibition leads to abnormal branches protruding from the cell body, and less
organized growth cones over time (Figure A7). More quantitative measurements should
be used to further explore these changes including measurement of actomyosin
intensity distributed across the growth cone, growth cone surface area before splitting,
and cell body actomyosin intensity and distribution. These measurements would provide
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clear evidence for the role of JNK signaling in the subcellular distribution of actomyosin
forces in migrating interneurons.
•

To develop a more complete understanding for the role of JNK signaling in actin
dynamics, we must assess the localization of actin regulators involved in cellular
migration such as non-muscle myosin IIB, cortactin, and paxillin. Co-cultures in control
and SP600125-treated conditions stained for non-muscle myosin IIB were inconclusive
(Figure A8) and should be reproduced in 3D Matrigel matrix explant cultures that isolate
staining to only interneurons. Interneurons grown in Matrigel under control or JNKinhibited conditions show remarkably different cortactin staining during similar stages of
nucleokinesis (Figure A9), suggesting that JNK signaling may be involved in actin
connection to the cell membrane. Interestingly, another protein involved in actin
dynamics, paxillin, is a known target of JNK (Huang et al., 2003; Kimura et al., 2008)
and interacts directly with cortactin during migration (Bowden et al., 1999). Thus, the
changes in cortactin localization may be a direct cause of the removal of JNKphosphorylated paxillin. Western blotting for non-muscle myosin IIB, cortactin, paxillin,
and JNK-phosphorylated paxillin in cultured interneurons treated with JNK inhibitor
would provide additional quantitative evidence.

•

Actin accumulates around the centrosome, and actin contraction is required for the
positioning of the centrosome during glial-guided migration (Solecki et al., 2009). It is
possible that JNK signaling is involved in maintaining the structural integrity of actin
necessary to contract and properly position the centrosome prior to nucleokinesis. Coexpression of LifeAct and a centrosome/primary cilium constructs (Centrin2 or Arl13b) in
interneurons will further our understanding in the role of JNK regulated actin dynamics
in the positioning of subcellular organelles. Comparing these data with other
fluorescently labeled constructs such as myosin light chain kinase, myosin IIB, and even
paxillin co-expressed with Centrin2 or Arl13b would provide further mechanistic insight
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into the role of JNK signaling in the coordinated movement of the centrosome-ciliary
complex.
•

Chromophore assisted light inactivation specifically inactivates target proteins by
generating reactive oxygen species around the protein of interest (Jarvela and Linstedt,
2014). The photosensitizer KillerRed can be fused to a protein of interest (JNK) and
upon illumination, specifically inactivate the target by generating reactive oxygen
species (Bulina et al., 2006). Co-electroporation of a KillerRed-JNK fusion construct with
Centrin2 and LifeAct will allow for the targeted depletion of JNK signaling around the
centrosome-cilia complex and subsequent visualization of the effects of loss of
centrosomal JNK on both the position of the organelle and any changes to the actin
cytoskeleton.

JNK signaling in interneuron migration: instructive or permissive?
While the exact mechanisms behind JNK’s control of interneuron migration remain to be
elucidated, we have provided evidence that cortical interneurons require JNK signaling for
normal migration. While cortical interneurons completely devoid of JNK signaling are still
capable of performing leading process branching, completing nucleokinesis (Smith et al., 2020),
and navigating the developing cortex (Myers et al., 2014; Myers et al., 2020), their migration is
severely disrupted and they are unable to perform nucleokinesis and leading process branching
normally or successfully form organized streams. Therefore, it is possible that JNK may not
instruct interneuron migration, but rather act as a permissive signaling mechanism within cortical
interneurons to fine-tune their migration and allow them to sense cues at the right time and
place to make appropriate guidance decisions. Experimentally determining whether JNK
signaling is instructive or permissive during interneuron migration is important to further our
knowledge of JNK during cortical development.
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•

An in vitro microfluidic assay could be utilized to determine the instructive versus
permissive function of JNK signaling during cortical interneuron migration. Cortical
interneurons could be electroporated with different constructs and cultured in channels
and presented with a chemoattractive cue such as CXCL12 to direct their migration.
There are three constructs that could be used to help elucidate permissive vs instructive
role of JNK signaling during interneuron migration; a JNK biosensor, a photoactivatable
constitutively active JNK, and a photoactivatable dominant negative inhibitor. The JNK
biosensor would be used to determine the effect of CXCL12 chemoattraction on JNK
activity within the cell. If there is a change in the distribution of active JNK within the
interneurons toward the gradient of CXCL12, it could suggest that JNK is capable of
playing an instructive role in interneuron migration.

•

Next, a photoactivatable construct that upon light stimulation would release a MAPKK7JNK fusion protein to act as constitutively active JNK could be used. The attraction and
migratory dynamics of interneurons expressing an activated JNK constructed in the
microfluidic assay could be analyzed. If significantly more interneurons expressing this
construct migrated towards the gradient of CXCL12 and migrated faster towards these
signals, it would suggest that JNK has instructive roles in interneuron migration.
Whereas if there was no effect, it would suggest that JNK is a permissive signal and
increased activity does not necessarily lead to increased attraction or migratory speed.

•

Finally, a photoactivatable dominant negative inhibitor of JNK could be used. After
illuminated, if significantly less interneurons expressing this construct migrated towards
the gradient of CXCL12, it would again suggest that JNK has instructive roles in
interneuron migration. We already know that removal of JNK signaling slows migration
and disrupts the kinetic properties of nucleokinesis and leading process branching, but if
cells expressing this construct slowed it would further suggest that JNK acts as
permissive signal that enables normal migration.
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FINAL THOUGHTS
The cerebral cortex plays key roles in a diverse range of tasks including perception, volitional
movement, cognition, language, memory, and consciousness and is perhaps the most
intricately designed region of the human brain to have evolved over the millennia. This highly
organized brain structure is formed over the course of embryonic development and early
postnatal life. During embryonic development, cortical excitatory projection neurons and
inhibitory interneurons must migrate from their birthplaces into their proper layers within the
cortical plate to establish the circuitry that enables the cerebral cortex to function properly. Since
cortical interneurons are outnumbered by excitatory neurons, disruptions to the migration of
cortical interneurons can lead to lasting alterations in cortical circuitry, resulting in
neurodevelopmental disease. Therefore, it is imperative that we examine the mechanisms
involved in the guided migration of cortical interneurons.
While many extracellular signaling molecules guiding the migration of cortical interneurons have
been identified, the role of intracellular signaling pathways in the coordinated movement of
cortical interneurons remain to be identified. In this dissertation, I have explored the role of the
c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK) intracellular signaling pathway in the cell biological
mechanisms required for cortical interneuron migration. In Chapter 2, I discovered a role for
JNK signaling in the kinetics of nucleokinesis, leading process branching dynamics, and the
positioning of the centrosome-cilia complex. In Chapter 3, I determined that JNK signaling
controls nucleokinesis similarly regardless of cellular environment and developed a novel
nanopattern method for studying the guided migration of cortical interneurons. Future efforts
should be aimed towards exploring the biochemical mechanisms involved in JNK regulation of
interneuron migration at the cellular and subcellular level.
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Figure A1. Electroporation of JNKAR1EV biosensor labels cortical excitatory projection
neurons and inhibitory interneurons. A. Ex vivo slice with biosensor injected into the ventricle
and electroporated into the ventricular zone. B. Expressing of biosensor in radially projecting
neurons live. C. MGE explant cortical cell co-culture fixed and stained for GFP to label
interneurons expressing biosensor. D. High magnification of a single interneuron expressing
biosensor shows normal morphology.
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Figure A2. Cortical slice imaged live with 2-photon microscopy allows for higher spatial
and temporal resolution than confocal microscopy. A. Ex vivo slice imaged lived with
confocal microscope loses resolution at 100μm depth of tissue. B. 2-photon microscopy enables
higher resolution at tissue depths unattainable by confocal microscope. C. A single interneuron
can be seen undergoing nucleokinesis over 100μm deep using 2-photon microscopy.
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Figure A3. Constitutively active inhibitor complex (JBD20 and LitMut) blocks JNK
phosphorylation of c-Jun. HEK293 cells were transfected with GFP construct (A,B), JBD20
(C,D), or LitMut (E,F) and grown in control (A,C,E) or anisomycin stimulated conditions (B,D,F).
G-I. Quantification of p-cJun immunofluorescence. Fluorescence signal was measured in nuclei
from individual cells in each well. The corrected nuclear fluorescence for transfected and
nontransfected cells from each condition were determined.
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Figure A4. CXCR4 is activated in cortical interneurons upon CXCL12 treatment.
Control cultures show diffuse activated CXCR4 (phosphorylated-CXCR4; pCXCR4) throughout
cell membrane (top panel). Upon 150nM CXCL12 treatment, pCXCR4 becomes internalized
and forms punctate concentrations of receptor localized within the interneurons (bottom panel).
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Figure A5. Flow cytometry analysis of Cxcr4 cell surface expression on cortical
interneurons. A. Schematic representation of the method used for FACS analysis of Cxcr4 on
cortical interneurons. E14.5 DLX+ mouse cortices were micro-dissected and dissociated. Cells
were incubated with anti-Cxcr4 antibody for 30 minutes to label Cxcr4 present on the cell
surface, then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and analyzed with flow cytometry for abundance in
the sample and for relative fluorescence intensity. B. Readout from a trial showing (left) the
population of cells selected for analysis, (middle) the different populations of cells separated and
measured and (right) the data obtained from this experiment.
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Figure A6. Transwell assay with dissociated interneurons from medial ganglionic
eminences. A. Schematic representation of the method used for transwell assay. E14.5 mouse
MGEs were micro-dissected and dissociated. Cells were incubated for 24 hours on semipermeable membranes with serum-free media in top well and treated media on bottom well. BE. Representative wells of cells labeled with Hoescht nuclear counterstain in Control (B), 100nM
CXCL12 (C), 20μM SP60015, and 150nM CXCL12 + 20μM SP60015 treated conditions.
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Figure A7. JNK inhibition disrupts actin dynamics in the cell bodies and growth cones of
migrating cortical interneurons. A. Control cell expressing LiveAct with swelling ahead of cell
body. B. JNK inhibited cell expressing LifeAct shows ectopic branches near their cell body
compared to control. C. LifeAct allows for enhanced visualization of control growth cone
dynamics. D. JNK-inhibited cell has disrupted growth cone dynamics.
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Figure A8. Myosin IIB labels soma and swelling of migrating cortical interneurons. A-C.
Control cells stained with non-muscle myosin IIB have somal and swelling labeling during
nucleokinesis. D-F. 20μM SP600125 treated interneurons show similar somal and swelling
labeling as controls. Open arrowheads denote individual interneurons.
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Figure A9. Migrating cortical interneurons require JNK signaling for proper localizaiton of
cortactin. A-C. Control cells show localization of cortactin to the leading process and growth
cone of a stationary interneuron (A), to the cytoplasmic swelling of an interneuron initiating
nucleokinesis (B), and during nuclear translocation (C). D-E. Interneurons treated with 20μM
SP600125 for 4 hours have alters localization of cortactin. Cortactin labels the length of the
leading process without entering the growth cone in a stationary interneuron (D), the distal
portion of the lead process in an interneuron initiating nucleokinesis (E), and the trailing process
during nuclear translocation (F). Closed arrowheads denote cortactin in the growth cones, open
arrowhead labels cortactin in the trailing process.
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Figure A10. CXCR4 activation or inhibition does not affect overall migratory properties of
cortical interneurons in vitro co-culture assay. Cortical interneurons were treated with
CXCR4 ligand (CXCL12/SDF-1) or antagonist (AMD3100). Cortical interneurons treated with
SDF-1 (150nM) or AMD3100 (30μM) show no changes to overall migratory properties in vitro.
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Figure A11. JNK- but not CXCR4-inhibition disrupts nucleokinesis in migrating cortical
interneurons. Swellings (arrowheads) emerge in leading processes before cells bodies
containing the nucleus (n) translocate. Nuclear translocation and soma to swelling distance
were affect under JNK-inhibition but not CXCR4-inhibition or stimulation. Statistical analyses
were performed with two-tailed Student’s t-tests: ****p<0.0001, **p<0.01.
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Figure A12. Western blot of activated JNK signaling in HEK293 cells.
Western blot of p-JNK (left), total JNK (middle) and JNK phosphorylated c-Jun (right) during
control and anisomycin treatment (100nM) for 30 minutes in HEK293 cells.
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Figure A13. JNK-inhibited cortical interneurons expressing doublecortin construct have
increased branching of the leading process. A. Control interneuron electroporated with GFPdoublecortin has unbranched leading process morphology. B. 20μM SP600125 treated
interneuron has increased branch morphology compared to control.
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Figure A14. Cortical interneurons in conditional triple knockout (cTKO) slices have
disrupted nucleokinesis. A. cTKO interneurons travel shorter nucleokinesis distances
compared to conditional double knockout (cDKO) interneurons. B. cTKO and cDKO
interneurons undergo nucleokinesis at similar rates. C. cTKO interneurons pause for a shorter
duration between nucleokinesis events. n=5 movies from 3 experimental days containing 25
cells. Statistics were performed with Student’s t-test, *p<0.05, **p<0.01.
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